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THE ROLE OF THE BOARD OF 
DIRECTORS IN ENRON'S COLLAPSE 

SUBCOMMITI'EE INVESTIGATION 

On December 2, 2001, Enron Corporation, then the seventh larg
est publicly traded corporation in the United States, declared bank
ruptcy. That bankruptcy sent shock waves throughout the country, 
on both Wall Street and Main Street where over half of American 
families now invest directly or indirectly in the stock market. Thou
sands of Enron employees lost not only their jobs but a significant 
part of their retirement savings; EnroD shareholders saw the value 
of their investments plummet; and hundreds, if not thousands of 
businesses around the world, were turned into EnrOll creditors in 
bankruptcy court likely to receive orily pennies on the dollars owed 
to them. . 

On January· 2, 2002, Senator Carl Levin, Chairman of the 
Pennanent Subcommittee on Investigations, and Senator Susan M. 
Collins, the Ranking Minority Member, announced that the Sub
committee would conduct an in-depth investigation into the col
lapse of the Enron Corporation. The following month the Sub
committee issued over 50 subpoenas to Enron Board members, 
EnroD officers, the EnroD Corporation, and the. Andersen account
ing firm. Over the next few months, additional subpoenas and 
document requests were directed to other accounting firms and fi
nancial institutions. By May 2002, the Subcommittee staff had re
viewed over 350 boxes of documents, including the available meet
ing minutes, presentations, and attachments for the full Board and 
its Finance and Audit Committees. The Subcommittee staff also 
spoke with representatives of Enron Corporation and Andersen, as 
well as numerous financial institutions and experts in corporate 
gov.emance and accounting. 

During April 2002, the Subcommittee staff interviewed 13 past 
and present Enron Board members, none of whom had previously 
been interviewed by the U.S. Department of Justice, Federal Bu
reau of Investigation, or the Securities and Exchange Commission. 
These lengthy interviews, lasting between 3 and 8 hours, were con
ducted with the following Enron Board members: Robert A. Belfer, 
Norman P. Blake, Jr:, Ronnie C. Chan, John H. Duncan, Dr. 
Wendy L. Gramm, Dr. Robert K Jaedicke, Dr. Charles A. Le
Maistre, Dr. John Mendelsohn, Paulo Ferraz Pereira, Frank Sav
age, Lord John Wakeham, Charls Walker, and Herbert S.- Winokur, 
Jr. All Board members appeared voluntarily, and all were rep
resented by the same legal counsel. 

(1) 
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On May 7, 2002, the Subcommittee held a hearing on the role 
and responsibility of the Enron Board of Directors to safeguard 
shareholder interests and on its role in Enron's collapse and bank
ruptcy. Two panels of witnesses testified under oath. The first 
panel consisted of five past and present Enron Board members, in
cluding the current Board Chairman and the past Chairmen of the 
key Board Committees. The witnesses were as follows: 

Norman P. Blake, Jr. (1994-2002), Interim Chairman of 
the EnrOll Board and former member of the EnrOll Finance 
and Compensation Committees, has extensive corporate, 
Board, and investm~nt experience, including past service 
on the Board of General Electric, and current service as 
Audit Committee Chairman of the Board of Owens Cor
ning; 

John H. Duncan (1985-2001), former Chairman of the 
Enron Executive Committee, has extensive corporate and 
Board experience, including helping to found and manage 
Gulf and Western Industries; 

Herbert S. Winokur, Jr. (1985-2002), current Board mem
ber, former 'Chairman of the Finance Committee, and 
former member of the Powers Special Committee, holds 
two advanced degrees from Harvard University and has 
extensive corporate, Board, and investment experience; 
Dr. Robert K. Jaedicke (1985-2001), former Chairman of 
the Enron Audit and Compliance Committee, is Dean ' 
Emeritus of the Stanford Business School, and a former 
accounting professor; and 

Dr. Charles A. LeMaistre (1985-2001), former Chairman of 
the EnrOll Compensation Committee, is former President 
of the M.D. Anderson Cancer Center, a large, well-re
speeted, and complex medical facility in Texas.! 

The second panel consisted of three experts in corporate govern-
ance and accounting: 

Robert H. Campbell is former Chairman of the Board and 
Chief Executive Officer of Sunoco, Inc., and current Board 
member at Hershey Fooda, CIGNA, and the Pew Chari
table Trusts; 

Charles M. Elson is Director of the Center for Corporate 
Governance, University of Delaware, and a former member 
of the Board of Sunbeam Corporation; and 

Michael H. Sutton is the former Chief Accountant of the 
Securities and Exchange Commission from 1995 to 1998. 

SUBCOMMITI'EE FINDINGS 

Based upon the evidence before it, including over one million 
pages of subpoenaed documents, interviews of 13 EnrOll Board 
members, and the Subcommittee hearing on May 7, 2002, the U.S. 

• -two Enron Directors, Mr. Blake and Mr. Winokur, who were members of the Board at the 
time of the May 7 hearing, resigned from the Enron Board on June 6, 2002. 
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Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations makes the fol
lowing findings with respect to the role of the Enron Board of Di
rectors in Enron's collapse and bankruptcy_ 

(1) Fiduciary Failure_ The Enron Board of Directors 
failed to safeguard Enron shareholders and contributed to 
the collapse of the seventh largest public company in the 
United States, by allowing Enron to engage in high risk 
accounting, inappropriate conflict of interest transactions, 
extensive undisclosed ofl'-the-books activities, and exces
sive executive compensation. The Board witnessed numer
ous indications of questionable practices by EnrOll manage
ment over several years, but chose to ignore them to the 
detriment of EnrOll shareholders, employees and business 
associates. . 

(2) High Risk Accounting_ The Enron Board of Direc
tors knowingly allowed Enron to engage in high risk ac-
counting practices. . 

(3) InJlPp>:opriate Conflicts of Interest_ Despite clear 
conflicts of interest, the Enron Board of Directors approved 
an unprecedented arrangement allowing Enron's Chief Fi
nancial Officer to establish and operate the I.JM private 
equity funds which transacted business with Enron and 
profited at Enron's expense. The Board exercised inad· 
equa.te oversight of LJM transaction and compensation 
controls and failed to protect Enron shareholders from un
fair dealing. 

(4) Extensive Undisclosed Off-The-Books Activity. 
The Enron Board of Directors knowingly allowed Enron to 
conduct billions of dollars in off-the-books activity to make 
its financial condition appear better than it was and failed 
to ensure adequate public disclosure of material off-the
books liabilities that contributed to Enron's collapse. 

(5) Excessive Compensation. The Enron Board of Di
rectors approved excessive compensation for company ex
ecutives, failed to monitor the cumulative cash drain 
caused by Enron's 2000 annual bonus and performance 
unit plans, and failed to monitor or halt abuse by Board 
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer Kenneth Lay of a 
company-financed, multi-million dollar, personal credit 
line. . 

(6) Lack of Independence_ The independence of the 
Enron Board of Directors was compromised by financial 
ties between the company and certain Board members. 
The Board also failed to ensure the independence of the 
company's auditor, allowing Andersen to provide internal 
audit and consulting services while serving as Enron's out
side auditor . 
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SUBCOMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based upon the evidence before it and the findings made in this 
report, the U.S. Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations 
makes the following recommendations: 

(1) Strengthening Oversight. Directors of publicly 
traded companies sho:uld take steps to: 

(a) prohibit accounting practices and transactions that 
put the company at high risk of non-compliance with 
generally accepted accounting principles and result in 
misleading and inaccurate financial statements; 

(b) prohibit conflict of interest arrangements that 
aIlow company transactions with a business owned or 
operated by senior company personnel; 

(c) prohibit off-the-books activity used to make the 
company's fii:tancial condition appear better than it is, 
and require full public disclosure of all assets, liabilities 
and activities that materially affect the company's finan
cial condition; 

(d) prevent excessive executive . compensation, includ
ingby--

(i) exercising ongoing oversight of compensation 
plans and payments; 

(ii) barring the issuance of company-financed loans 
to directors and senior officers of the company; and 

(iii) preventing stock-based compensation plans that 
encourage company personnel to use improper ac
counting or other improper measures to increase the 
company stock price for personal gain; and 
(e) prohibit the company's outside auditor from also 

providing internal auditing or consulting servij:es to the 
company and from auditing its own work for .the com
pany. 

(2) Strengthening Independence. The Securities and 
Exchange Commission and the self-regulatory organiza
tions, including the national stock exchanges, should: 

(a) str.engthen requirements for director independence 
at publicly traded companies, including by requiring a 
majority of the outside directors to be free of material fi
nancial ties to the company other than through director 
compensation; 

(b) strengthen requirements for Audit Committees at 
publicly traded companies, including by requiring the 
Audit Committee Chair to possess financial management 
or accounting expertise, and by requiring a written 
Audit Committee charter that obligates the Committee 
to oversee the company's fmancial statements and ac
counting practices and to hire and fire the outside audi
tor; and 
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(c) strengthen requirements for auditor independence, 
including by prohibiting the company's outside auditor 
from simultaneously providing the company with inter
nal auditing or consulting services and from auditing its 
own work for the company. 

BACKGROUND 

Fiduciary Obligations of Boards of Directors. In the United 
States, the Board of Directors sits at the apex of a company's gov
erning structure. A typical Board's duties include reviewing the 
company's overall business strategy; selecting and compensating 
the company's senior executives; evaluating the company's outside 
auditor; overseeing the company's financial statements; and moni
toring overall companl' performance. According to the Business 
Roundtable, the Board s 'paramount duty" is to safeguard the in-
terests of the company's shareholders.2 . 

Directors operate under state laws which impose fiduciary duties 
on them to act in good faith, with reasonable care, and in the best 
interest of the corporation and its shareholders. Courts generally 
discuss three types of fiduciary obligations. As one court put it: 

"Three broad duties stem from the fiduciary status of cor
porate directors: namely, the duties of obedience, loyalty, 
and due care. The duty of obedience requires a director to 
avoid committing. . . acts beyond the scope of the powers 
of a corporation as defined by its charter or the laws of the 
state of incorporation. . . . The duty of loyalty ·dictates 
that a director must act in good faith and must not allow 
his personal interest to prevail over the interests of the 
corporation. . . . [TJhe duty of care requires a director to 
be dilil(ent and prudent in managing the corporation's af· 
fairs."~ . 

In most States, directors also operate under a legal doctrine 
called the "business judgment rule," which generally provides direc
tors with broad discretion, absent evidence of fraud, gross neg
ligence or other misconduct, to make good faith business decisions. 
Most States permit corporations to indemnitY their directors from 
liabilities associated with civil, criminal or administrative pro
ceedings against the company, and most U.S. publicly traded cor
porations, including EnroD, purchase directors liability insurance 
that pays for a director's legal expenses and other costs in the 
event of such proceedings. 

Among the most important of Board duties is the responsibility 
the Board shares with the company's management and auditors to 
ensure that the financial statements provided by the company to 
its shareholders and the investing public fairly present the finan
cial condition of the company. This responsibility requires more 
than ensuring the company's technical compliance with generally 
accepted accounting principles. According to the Second Circuit 
Court of Appeals, this technical compliance may be evidence that 
a company is acting in good faith, but it is not necessarily conclu-

2 "Statement on Corporate Governance," The Business Roundtable (9/97) at 3. 
3 Gearhear! IndustrielJ u. Smith International, 741 F.2d 707, 719 (5th Cir. 1984). 
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sive. The "critical test," the Court said, is "whether the financial 
statements as a whole fairly present the financial position" of the 
company.4 

Over the years, blue ribbon commissions, corporate organiza
tions, and academic scholars have addressed the fiduciary obliga
tions of Boards of Directors of publicly traded companies, including 
their role in ensuring accurate financial statements. In 1999, the 
Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Conunis
slon issued a report on "Fraudulent Financial Reporting 1987-
1997; An Analysis of U.S. Public Companies," evaluating 200 cases 
of publicly traded companies involved in financial statement fraud. 
Among other findings, the report stated that companies with fraud
ulent fmancial. statements appeared to have boards "dominated by 
insiders" and "weak" audit committees that rarely met. The report 
stated that its results "highlight the need for an effective control 
environment, or 'tone at the top'" and urged improvements in com-
panies' internal controls, governance and ethics. -

In 2000, the Blue Ribbon Commission on Improving the Effec
tiveness of Corporate Audit Committees . issued 10 recommenda
tions identifYing best Committee practices at publicly traded com
panies. The Commission recommended that all publicly traded 
companies establish an audit committee with a formal charter and 
members who are independent and "financially literate," at least 
one of whom has accounting or fmancial management expertise. 
The Commission recommended that audit committees: (1) evaluate 
the objectivity and independence of the company auditor; (2) dis
cuss the "auditor's judgements about-the quality, nof just the ac
ceptability, of the company's accounting principles as applied in its 
fInancial reporting," including the "clarity of the company's finan
cial disclosures and degree of aggressiveness or conservatism of the 
company's accounting principles"; (3) determine that the company's 
financial statements are "fairly presented in conformity with gen
erally accepted accounting principles in all material respects"; and 
(4) discuss with the auditor "significant [accounting] adjustments, 
management judgement and accounting estimates, significant new 
accounting policies, and disagreements with management." 

The Commission report states: "Board membership is no longer 
just a reward for 'making it' in corporate America; being a director 
today requires the appropriate attitude and capabilities, and it de
mands tiroe and attention." The report urges boards of directors to 
"understand and adopt the attitude of the modern board which rec
ognizes that the board must perform active and independent over
sight to be, as the law requires, a fiduciary for those who invest 
in the corporation." 

Enron Corporation. At the time of Enron's collapse in Decem
ber 2001, Enron Corporation was listed as the seventh largest com
pany in the United States, with over $100 billion in gross revenues 
and more than 20,000 employees worldwide. It had received wide
spread recognition for its transition from an old-line energy com
pany with pipelines and power plants, to a high tech global enter-

"u.s. v. Simon, 425 F.2d 796, 805-6 (2nd Cir. 1969), cert. denied, 397 U.S. 1006 (1970) 
(quoting, in part, the trial judge). See ruso 15 U.S.C. 778 and 78m ("Every issuer ... ehall ... 
keep booke. recorde, and accounts, which, in reasonable detail, accurately and fairly reflect the 
transactions and dispos ition of the sssets of the issuer.~) 
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prise that traded energy contracts like commodities, launched into 
new industries like broadband conununications, and oversaw a 
multi-billion-dollar international investment portfolio. 

One of Enron's key corporate achievements during the 1990's 
was creation of an on-line energy trading business that bought and 
sold contracts to deliver energy products like natural gas, oil, or 
electricity. Enron treated these contracts as marketable commod
ities comparable to securities or commodity futures, but was able 
to develop and run the business outside of existing controls on in
vestment companies and commodity brokers. The nature of the new 
business required Enron's access to significant lines of credit' to en~ 
sure that the company had the funds at the end of each business 
day to settle the energy contracts traded on its on-line system. This 
new business also caused Enron to experience large earnings fluc
tuations from quarter to quarter. Those large fluctuations poten
tially affected the credit rating Enron received, and its credit rating 
affected Enron's ability to obtain low-cost financing and attract in
vestment. In order . to ensure an investment-grade credit rating, 
Enron began to emphasize increasing its cash flow, lowering its 
debt, and smoothing its earnings. on its financial statements to 
meet the criteria set by credit rating agencies like Moody's and 
Standard & Poor's. 

Enron developed a number of new strategies to accomplish its fi
nancial statement objectives. They included developing energy con
tracts Enron called "prepays" in which Enron was paid a large sum 
in advance to deliver natural gas or other ' energy products over a 
period of years; designing hedges to reduce the risk of long-term 
energy delivery contracts; and pooling energy contracts and 
securitizing them through bonds or other financial instruments 
sold to investors. Another high profile strategy, referred to as mak
ing the company "asset light," was aimed at shedding, or increasing 
immediate returns on, the company's capital-intensive energy 
projects like power plants that had traditionally been associated 
with low returns and persistent debt on the company's books. The 
goal was either to sell these assets outright or to sell interests in 
them to investors, and record the income as earnings which top 
Enron officials called "monetizing" or "syndicating" the assets. A 
presentation made to the Finance Committee in October 2000, 
summarized this strategy as follows. 6 It stated that Enron's 
"[elnergy and conununications investments typically do not gen
erate significant cashflow and earnings for 1 to 3 years." It stated 
that Enron had "[l]imited cash flow to service additional debt" and 
"[l]imited earnings to cover dilution of additional equity." It con
cluded that "Enron must syndicate~' or share its investment costs 
"in order to grow." 

One of the problems with Enron's new strategies, however, was 
finding counterparties willing to invest in Enron assets or share 
the significant risks associated with long-term energy production 

ti Hearing Exhibit 39, "Private Equity Strategy" (Finance Committee presentation, 10100), in· 
cluded in the hearing before the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations on The Role of the 
Board of Directors in Enron's Collapse, May 7, 2002, S. Hrg. 107- 511. 
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facilities and delivery contracts.6 The October 2000 presentation to 
the Finance Committee showed that one solution Enron had de
vised was to sell or syndicate its assets, not to independent third 
parties, but to "unconsolidated affiliates" -businesses like White
wing, L1M, JEDI, the Hawaii 125-0 Trust and others that were not 
included in Enron's financial statements but were so' closely associ
ated with the company that Enron considered their assets to be 
part of Enron's own holdings. The October 2000 presentation, for 
example, informed the Finance Committee that Enron had a total 
of $60 billion in assets, of which about $27 billion, or nearly 50 per
cent, were lodged with Enron's "unconsolidated affiliates." 

All of the Board members interviewed by the Subcommittee were 
well aware of and supported Enron's intense focus on its.credit rat
ing, cash flow, and debt burden. All were familiar with the com
pany's "asset light" strategy and actions taken by EnroD to move 
billions of dollars in assets off its balance sheet to separate but af
filiated companies. All knew that, to accomplish its objectives, 
EnroD had been relying increasingly on complicated transactions 
with convoluted financing and accounting structures, including 
transactions with multiple special purpose entities, hedges, deriva
tives, swaps, forward contracts, prepaid contracts, and other forms 
of structured fmance. While there is no empirical data on the ex
tent to which U.S. public companies use these devices, it appears 
that few companies outside of investment banks use them as exten
sively as Enron. At Enron, they became dominant; at its peak, the 
company apparently had between $15 and $20 billion involved in 
hundreds of structured finance transactions. 

Enron Board. In 2001, Enron's Board of Directors had 15 mem
bers, several of whom had 20 years or more experience on the 
Board of Enron or its predecessor companies. Many of Enron's Di
rectors served on the boards of other companies as well. At the 
hearing, John Duncan, former Chairman of the Executive Com
mittee, described his fellow Board members as well educated, "ex· 
perienced, successful businessmen and women," and "experts in 
areas of finance and accounting." 7 The Subcommittee interviews. 
found the Directors to have a wealth of sophisticated business and 
investment experience and considerable expertise in accounting, 
derivatives, and structured finance. 

Enron Board members uniformly described internal Board rela
tions as harmonious. They said that Board votes were generally 
unanimous and could recall only two instances over the course of 
many years involving dissenting votes. The Directors also described 
a good working relationship with Enron management. Several had 
close personal relationships with Board Chairman and Chief Exec
utive Officer (CEO) Kenneth L. Lay. All indicated they had pos· 
sessed great respect for senior EnroD officers, trusting the integrity 
and competence of Mr. Lay; President and Chief Operating Officer 
(and later CEO) Jeffrey K. Skilling; Chief Financial Officer Andrew 
S. Fastow; Chief Accounting Officer Richard A. Causey; Chief Risk 

8 AB part of its asset light strategy, durin~ the summer of 2000, Enron worked on a trans
action called ''Project Summer" to sell $6 billton of its international assets to a single purchaser 
in the Middle East. Enron's Directors indicated durinfl" their interviews that this deal fell 
through when the vurchaser's key decisionmaker became ill. Enron then pursued the asset saJe! 
on a piecemeal baSIS, using Whltewing, LJM, and others. 

7 Hearing Record at 14. 
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Officer Richard Buy; and the Treasurer Jeffrey McMahon and later 
Ben Glisan. Mr. Lay served as Chairman of the Board from 1986 
until he resigned in 2002. Mr. Skilling was a Board member from 
1997 until August 2001, when he resigned from Enron. 

The Enron Board was organized into five committees: 
(1) The Executive Committee met on an as needed 

basis to handle urgent business matters between sched
uled Board meetings. Its members in 2001 were Mr. Dun
can, the Chairman; Mr. Lay, Mr. Skilling, Mr. Belfer, Dr. 
LeMaistre, and Mr. Winokur. 

(2) The Finance Committee was responsible for ap· 
proving major transactions which, in 2001, met or exceed
ed $75 million in value. It also reviewed transactions val
ued between $25 million and $75 million; oversaw Enron's 
risk management efforts; and provided guidance on the 
comrany's financial decisions and policies. Its members in 
200 were Mr. Winokur, the Chairman; Mr. Belfer, Mr. 
Blake, Mr. Chan, Mr. Pereira, and Mr. Savage. 

(3) The Audit and Compliance Committee reviewed 
Enron's accounting and compliance programs, approved 
Enron's fmancial statements and reports, and was the 'pri
maIJ: liaison with ~dersen. Its members in 2001 were Dr. 
Jaedicke, the ChaIrman; Mr. Chan, Dr. Gramm, Dr. 
Mendelsohn, Mr. Pereira, and Lord Wakeham. Dr. 
Jaedicke and Lord Wakeham had formal accounting train
ing and professional experience. Dr. Mendelsohn was the 
only Committee member who appeared to have limited fa
miliarity with complex accounting principles. 

(4) The Coml,'ensation Committee established and 
monitored Enron s compensation policies and plans for di
rectors, officers and employees. Its members in 2001 were 
Dr. LeMaistre, !he ChaIrman; Mr. Blake, Mr. Duncan, Dr. 
Jaedicke, and Mr. Savage. 

(5) The Nominating Committee nominated individuals 
to serve as directors. Its members in 2001 were Lord 
Wakeham, the Chairman; Dr. Gramm, Dr. Mendelsohn, 
and Mr. Meyer. 

The Board normally met five times during the year, with addi
tional special meetings as needed. Board meetings usually lasted 2 
days, with the first day devoted to Committee meetings and a 
Board dinner, and the second day devoted to a meeting of the full 
Board. Committee meetings generally lasted between 1 and 2 hours 
and were arranged to allow Board members, who typically sat on 
three Committees, to attend all assigned Committee meetings. Full 
Board meetings also generally lasted between 1 and 2 hours. Spe
cial Board meetings, as well as meetings of the Executive Com
mittee, were typically conducted by telephone conference. 

Committee chairmen typically spoke with Enron management by 
telephone prior to Committee meetings to develop the proposed 
Committee meeting agenda. Board members said that Enron man
agement provided them with these agendas as well as extensive 
background and briefmg materials prior to Board meetings includ-
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ing, in the case of Finance Committee members, numerous Deal 
Approval Sheets (DASHs) for approval of major transactions. Board 
members varied in how much time they spent reading the mate
rials and preparing for Board meetings, with the reported prepara
tion time for each meeting varying between 2 hours and 2 days. On 
some occasions, Enron provided a private plane to transport Board 
members from various locations to a Board meeting, and Board 
members discussed company issues during the flight. Enron- also 
organized occasional trips abroad which some Board members at
tended to view company assets and operations. 

During the Committee meetings, Enron management generally 
provided presentations on company performance, internal controls, 
new business ventures, specific transactions, or other topics of in
terest. The Finance Committee generally heard from Mr. Fastow, 
Mr. Causey, Mr. Buy, Mr. McMahon, and, occasionally, Mr. Glisan. 
The Audit Committee generally heard from Mr. Causey, Mr. Buy, 
and Andersen personnel. The Compensation Committee generally 
heard from the company's top compensation official,) Mary Joyce, 
and from the company's compensation consultant, Towers Perrin. 
On occasion, the Committees heard from other senior EnroD offi
cers as well. At the full Board meetings, Board members typically 
received presentations from each Committee Chairman summa
rizing the Committee's work and recommendations, as well as from 
Enron management, and, occasionally, Andersen or the company's 
chief outside legal counsel, Vipson & Elkins. Mr. Lay and Mr. 
Skilling usually attended Executive, Finance, and Audit Committee 
meetings, as well as the full Board meetings. Mr. L{iy attended 
many Compensation Committee meetings as well. The Sub
committee interviews indicated that, altogether, Board members 
appeared to have routine contact with less than a dozen senior offi
cers at Enron. The Board did not have a practice of meeting with
out Enron management present. 

Regular presentations on Enron's financial statements, account
ing practices, and audit results were provided by Andersen to the 
Audit Committee. The Audit Committee Chairman would then re
port on the presentation to the full Board. On most occasions, three 
Andersen senior partners from Andersen's Houston office attended 
Audit Committee meetings. They were D. Stephen Goddard, head 
of the Houston office; David Duncan, head of the Andersen "en_ 
gagement team" that provided auditing, consulting, and other serv
ices to Enron; and Thomas H. Ba,uer, another senior member of the 
Enron engagement team. Before becoming head of the Houston of
fice, Mr. Goddard had led the Enron engagement team for Ander
sen. Mr. Duncan became the "worldwide engagement partner" for 
Enron in 1997, and from that point on typically made the Andersen 
presentations to the Audit Committee. The Audit Committee of
fered Andersen personnel an opportunity to present information to 
them without management present. 

Minutes summarizing Committee and Board meetings were kept 
by the Corporate Secretary, who often took handwritten notes on 
Committee and Board presentations during the Board's delibera
tions and afterward developed and circulated draft minutes to 
Enron management, Board members, and legal counsel. The draft 
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minutes were formally presented to and approved by Committee 
and Board members at subsequent meetings. 

Outside of the formal Committee and Board meetings, the Enron 
Directors described very little interaction or communication either 
among Board members or between Board members and EnrOll or 
Andersen personnel, until the company began experiencing severe 
problems in October 2001. From October until the company's bank
ruptcy on December 2, 2001, the Board held numerous special 
meetings, at times on almost a daily basis. 

Enron Board members were compensated with cash, restricted 
stock, phantom stock units, and stock options.· The total cash and 
equity compensation of Enron Board members in 2000 was valued 
by Enron at about $350,000 or more than twice the national aver
age for Board compensation at a U.S. publicly traded corporation.9 

FACTUAL BASIS FOR FINDINGS 

Finding (1): The Enron Board· of Directors failed to 
safeguard Enron shareholders and contributed to 
the collapse of the seventh largest. public company 
in the United States, by allowing Enron to engage in 
high risk accounting, inappropriate conflict of inter
est transactions, extensive undisclosed off-the-books 
activities, and excessive executive compensation. 
The Board witnessed numerous indications of ques
tionable practices by Enron management over sev
eral years, but chose to ignore them to the detriment 
of Enron shareholders, employees and business asso
ciates. 

One of the striking features of the Enron collapse is the com
pany's abrupt and dramatic transformation from a well-respected 
and award-winning company to a disgraced and bankrupt enter
prise in less than 3 months. Steady revelations since October 2001 
have raised questions about numerous aspects of the company's op
erations, from its extensive undisclosed off-the-books dealings, 
often with companies run by Enron personnel,1O to an April 2002 
SEC filing announcing that the company's financial statements 
were unreliable and the book value of its assets would have to be 
written down as much as $24 billion,l1 to its apparent manipula
tions of the California energy market,12 to tax strategies which ap
parently included Enron's ordering its tax department to produce 

SSee Hearing Exhibits 35a and 35b on Enron Board Member compensation, prepared by the 
Subcommittee based upon information in Enron filings with the Security and Exchange Com· 
mission (SEC). Phantom stock units at Enron were deferred cash payments whose amounts 
were linked to the value of Enron stock. 

gSee "Director Compensation; Purposes, Principles, and Best Practices," Report of the Blue 
Ribbon Commission of the National Association of Corporate Directors (2001) at page V (average 
total Board compensation at top 200 U.S. public corporations in 2000, was $138,747). 

lOSee, for example, Hearing El'hibit 44, "Partnership Spurs Enron Equity Cut, waU Street 
Journal (10118101). 

11 Form ~K filed by Enroll Corporation with SEC (4/22102). 
l:lSee, for example, Hearing Exhibit 75, memorandum by Christian Yoder' and Stephen Hall 

of Steol Rives L.L.P. to Richard Sanders (121B100) regarding "Traders" Strategies in the Cali· 
fornia Wholesale Power MarketsIISO Sanctions," analyzing strategies used by Enron energy 
traders in the California wholesale energy markets during 2000. 
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billions of dollars in company earnings through the use of complex 
tax shelters.13 

During their Subcommittee interviews, the Enron Directors 
seemed to indicate that they were as surprised 'as anyone by the 
company's collapse. But a chart produced at the Subcommittee 
hearing marks more than a dozen incidents over 3 years that 
should have raised Board concerns about the activities of the com
pany." The first listed incident, in February 1999, is an Audit · 
Committee meeting in which Board members were told that Enron 
was using accounting practices that upush limits" and were "at the 
edge" of acceptable practice. Three tinles in 1999 and 2000, the 
Board was asked to and approved an unprecedented arrangement 
allowing Enron's CFO to set up private equity funds, the LIM part
nerships, to do business with Enron for the purpose of improving 
Enron s financial statements. The Board also approved moving an 
affiliated company, Whitewing, off the company books, while !(Uar
anteeing its debt with $1.4 billion in Enron stock and helping It ob
tain funding for the purchase of Enron assets. Committee and 
Board presentations throughout 1999, 2000, and 2001 chronicled 
the company's foray into more and more off-the-books activity. 
Three times in 2000, the Board was asked to and approved complex 
transactions called the Raptors, despite questionable accounting 
and ongoing risk to the company. The Board was also informed 
that, in 6 short months, LIM had produced over $2 billion in funds 
flow for Enron, and Enron's gross revenues had jumped from $40 
billion in 1999 to $100 billion in 2000. These figures are striking, 
yet apparently no Board member questioned tbem. 

In 2001, evidence began to mount that not all was well at Enron. 
The company's stock price began declining. In March 2001, a 
prominent Fortune article questioned the company's opaque finan
cial statements.!5 In April, Board members were told that 64 per
cent of EnrOll's assets were "troubled" or performing "below expec
tations," 16 They were also told of international assets that were 
overvalued on Enron's books by $2.3 billion.17 In mid-2001, the 
company's high profile, extensive broadband investments began to 
lose value. During the SUlllIDer, the Board watched Mr. Fastow sell 
his LIM stake and Mr. Skilling suddenly resign from tile company. 
In her letter to Mr. Lay on the day after Mr. Skilling's resignation, 
Sherron Watkins wrote, "Skilling's abrupt departure will raise sus
picions of accounting improprieties and valuation issues. . . . The 
spotlight will be on us, the market just can't accept that Skilling 
is leaving his dream job." 18 But neither Board Chairman Lay nor 

I II See "En ron's Other Strategy: Taxes; Internal Papers Reveal How Complex Deals Boosted 
Profits by $1 Billion," Washington Post (5122102). 

14 Hearing Exhibit I, "Red Flags Known to Enron's Board," prepared by the Subcommittee and 
attached to this report as Appendix 1 on page 56. 

16 "Is Enron Overpriced?" by Bethany McLean. Fortune (3/5/01), 
ISSee Hearing Exhibit 40, "Swnmary of Investment Portfolio" (Finance Committee presen

tation, 4101), indicating that 10 percent of Enron's ~lobal investment portfolio was "troubled" 
and 54 percent was performing "below expectations. See also Hearing Exhibit 41h, "Porlfolio 
Summary" (Finance Committee presentation, 8113101), showing that, although the overall per
centage of underperforrning assets were nearly the same at 67%, the percentage of assets in the 
"troubled" category had quadrupled, from 10% to 45%. 

17 Hearing Exhibit 71, "Enron Global Assets and Services; Equity Value Schedu1e'" (6101), 
Bates E1034U. 

18Sherron Watkins' letter to Board Chairman Kenneth Lay (8115101) at 1, attached to this 
report as Appendix 2 on page 57. 
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any other Board member used the Skilling departure as a red flag 
warranting a hard look at Enron's operations. Even in early Octo
ber 2001, when told of an anonymous employee letter warning of 
company problems and an $800 million earnings charge from the 
Raptors termination, the interviewed Board members told the Sub
committee staff they had left the October Board meeting feeling the 
company was still on track. 

But the company was not on track. In mid-October 2001, press 
reports began leaking Enron's extensive undisclosed off-the-books 
dealings with LIM and the millions of dollars Mr. Fastow had 
made at Enron's expense. Reports also emerged about Enron's deal
ings with JEDI and a previously undisclosed related company 
called Chewco which was owned and operated by another Enron 
employee Michael Kopper and which, due to improper accounting 
years earlier, Enron had to consolidate on its books in 2001, with 
a $500 million loss. Also disclosed· in October 2001 was a $1.2 bil
lion reduction in shareholder equity, which arose from an incorrect 
accounting methodology Enron used for tile Raptors, which Ander
sen bad advocated but later decided was in violation of generally 
accepted accounting principles and had to be changed. Investors re
acted to these disclosures by selling Enron stock, causing a further 
decline in Enron's stock price. In November, a proposed merger 
with Dynegy failed. Credit rating agencies then dropped Enron's 
rating to below investment grade, and its collapse into bankruptcy 
followed. 

While the evidence indicates that, in some instances, Enron 
Board members were misinformed or misled, the Subcommittee in
vestigation found that overall the Board received substantial infor
mation about Enron's plans and activities and explicitly authorized 
or allowed many of the questionable Enron strategies, policies, and 
transactions now subject to criticism. Enron's ·high-risk accounting 
practices, for example, were not hidden from the Board. The Board 
knew of them and took no action to prevent Enron from using 
them. The Board was briefed on the purpose and nature of the 
Whitewing, LIM, and Raptor transactions, explicitly approved 
them, and received updates on their operations. Enron's extensive 
off-the-books activity was not only well known to the Board, but 
was made possible by Board resolutions authorizing new unconsoli
dated entities, Enron preferred shares, and Enron stock collateral 
that was featured in many of the off-the-books deals. 

The Subcommittee's findings related to the Enron Board build 
upon the findings made by the Special Investigation Committee set 
up by the Board itself under the chairmanship of William Powers, 
Jr. On February I, 2002, the Powers Committee issued a report 
concluding that the Enron ''Board of Directors failed . . . in its 
oversight duties" with "serious consequences for Enron, its e,mploy· 
ees, and its shareholders." 19 With respect to Enron's questionable 
accounting practices, the Powers Report concluded that "[wlhile the 
primary responsibility for the fmancial reporting abuses . . . lies 
with Management, . . . those abuses could and sbou1d have been 

19 Hearing Exhibit 8~ ''Report on Investigation by the Special Investigative Committee of the 
Board of Directors of .l!inron Corporation" (211102), which is retained in the fLIes of the Sub
committee, (hereinafter «Powers Report") at 22. 

80-393 0-2 
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prevented or detected at an earlier time had the Board been more 
aggressive and vigilant."20 

During their interviews, all 1,3 Enroll Board members strongly 
disagreed with the Powers Report conclusions that the Board had 
failed in its oversight duties. They contended that they had reason
ably relied on assurances provided by EnroD management, Ander· 
sen, and Vinson & Elkins, and had met their obligation to provide 
reasonable oversight of company operations. During the hearing, 
all five Board witnesses explicitly rejected any share of responsi
bility for Enron's collapse. John Duncan, former Executive Com
mittee Chairman, testified that the Board "worked hard" and 
"asked probing questions." He said the problem at EnroD was that 
Enron management did not "tell the truth," and both management 
and Andersen personnel "were well aware of the problems facing 
the company and they did not tell us." 21 Mr. Winokur, former head 
of the Finance Conunittee, testified that EnroD was "a cautionary 
reminder of the limits of a director's role" which is ,by nature a 
"part-time job'" 22 He stated, "We cannot, I submit, be criticized for 
failing to address or remedy problems that have been concealed 
from US."23 

But much of what was wrong at Enron was not concealed from 
its Board of Directors. High risk accounting practices, extensive un
disclosed off-the-books transactions, inappropriate conflict of inter
est transactions, and excessive compensation plans were known to 
and authorized by the Board. The Subcommittee investigation did 
not substantiate the claims that the Enron Board members chal
lenged management and asked tough questions. Instead, the inves
tigation found a Board that routinely relied on Enron management 
and Andersen representations with little or no effort to verify the 
information provlded, that readily approved new business ventures 
and complex transa_ctions, and that exercised weak oversight of 
company operations. The investigation also identified a number of 
financial ties between Board members and Enron which, collec
tively, raise questions about Board member independence and will-
ingness to challenge management. . 

The failure of any Enron Board member to accept any degree of 
personal responsibility for Enron's collapse is a telling indicator of 
the Board's failure to recognize its fiduciary obligations to set the 
company's overall strategic direction, oversee management, and en
sure responsible financial reporting. 

Finding (2): The Enron Board of Directors know
ingly allowed Enron to engage in high risk account
ing practices. 

One of the most disturbing developments in the Subcommittee's 
investigation was the accumulation of evidence that the Enron 
Board knowingly allowed Enron's use of high risk accounting prac
tices. All three of the expert witnesses at the May 7 hearing ex
pressed surprise and concern at the role of the Audit Committee 
in countenancing these practices. Mr. Campbell , who has extensive 

lW See Powef"8 Report fit 24. 
U Hearing Record at 14-15. 
22 Id. at 18. 
MId. at 19. 
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corporate ·management and Board experience, testified that h e 
could not "imagine . . . sitting down with the auditors and being 
told that we are using high-risk auditing practices and just agree
ing with tbat." 24 He called "[g]oing forward with that kind of an 
environment" equivalent to "going down a slippery slope," and said 
Board approval of high risk practices "is unlike any board that I 
have ever seen or heard of." Mr. Elson, a corporate governance ex
pert, testified that being told of high risk activities by the com
pany's outside auditor "is a giant red flag" that should have caused 
Board members to ask "an awful lot of questions" and might have 
necessitated bringing in a third party to evaluate the company's ac
counting prllctices.25 

Andersen Brief"Ings on High Risk Areas. The charter of the 
Enron Audit Committee explicitly requires the Committee to en
sure the independence of the company's auditors, assess Enron's in
ternal controls and the quality of its financial reporting, and review 
Enron's financial statements.26 According to the charter , the Audit 

. Committee's "principal functions" also include: 
-"[d]iscuss[ing] with the independent auditor information 
relating to the auditor's judgments about the quality of the 
Company's accounting principles, including . . . the clarity 
and completeness of the Company's accounting information 
contained in the financial statements"; 
-d.etermin[ing] .whether Enron's "internal financial con
trols . . . provide reasonable assurance that the Com
pany's publicly reported financial statements are presented 
fairly in conformity with generally accepted accounting 
principles"; and 
- "[a]pprov[ing] major changes and other major questions 
of choice regarding the appropriate accounting principles 
and practices to be followed when preparing the Com
pany's financial statement for the purpose of makinll rec
ommendations to the Board of Directors as necessary. ' 

Materials produced by the Enron Audit Committee and Andersen 
indicate that Andersen personnel regularly briefed the EnroD Audit 
Committee about Enron's accounting practices, and that Andersen 
regularly informed the Audit Committee that Enron was using ac
counting practices that, due to their novel design, application in 
areas without established precedent, or significant reliance on sub
jective judgments by management personnel, invited scrutiny and 
presented a high degree of risk of non-compliance with generally 
accepted accounting principles.27 

For example, ODe such briefing took place OD February 7, 1999, 
during an Enron Audit Committee meeting attended by all of the 
Audit Committee members, four Andersen representatives, and 
several senior Enron officers, including Mr. Lay and Mr. Skilling.28 

This Committee meeting took place in London, during the first leg 

2' Hearing Record at 109. 
26 Id. at 109. 
26 Hearing E xhibit 47b. "Enron Corp. Audit and Compliance Committee Charter" (Zl12lO1). 

Bates CL382--84. 
27 See Hearing Exhibits 2 through 9, Andersen presentations to Enron Audit Committee. 
29 Hearing Exhibit 2b (Audit Committee minutes from 2/7/99). 
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of a company-sponsored trip for Board members to inspect Enron 
operations in England and lndia. It was followed by a full Board 
meeting the next day. Audit Committee Chairman Dr. Jaedicke 
presided over the meeting which lasted about 90 minutes. The four 
Andersen representatives present were Stephen Goddard, head of 
the Andersen office in Houston; Douglas King, head of the Ander
sen office in London; David Duncan, head of the EnroD engagement 
team, and Thomas Bauer, a senior member of the Enron engage-
mentteam. ' 

The Committee minutes report that, a t the February 1999 meet
ing, Mr. Duncan reviewed Enron's 1998 financial statements, audit 
and internal controls. The minutes state that Mr. Duncan then "re
viewed selected observations by Arthur Andersen including a risk 
profile analysis of accounting judgements, disclosure judgements, 
and rule changes. He was joined in the discussion by Mr. Bauer."29 
In connection with its risk profile of Enron, Andersen 'provided 
Audit Committee members with a one-page document ep.titled, "Se
lected Observations 1998 Financial Reporting." 30 This document 
identified four accounting issues at Enron: ''Highly Structured 
Transactions," "Commodity and Equity Portfolio," "Purchase Ac
counting," and ''Balance Sheet Issues," three of which also had sub
issues. Each issue was followed by a "Risk Profile" table with three 
headings: "Accounting Judgements," "Disclosure Jude:ements," and 
"Rule Changes." The table then assigned an "H," "M," or "L" rating 
to each element of the Risk Profile. The "H" stood for "High," the 
uM" for "Medium," and the "L" for "Low." Each of the listed ac
counting issues was followed by one, two, or three "H's," meaning 
it was rated as high risk. 

Andersen's legal counsel told the Subcommittee staff that this 
document was intended to inform the Audit Committee that Enron 
was using a number of high risk accounting practices. Andersen's 
legal counsel explained that this document was intended to advise 
the Audit Committee that, even with Andersen's backing, Enron's 
use of the identified accounting practices invited accounting scru
tiny and ran the risk that the company could later be found to be 
in noncompliance with generally accepted accounting principles. In 
addition, Andersen's legal counsel indicated that the firm intended 
to convey to the Audit Committee that Enron's use of highly struc
tured transactions, with multiple special purpose entities' and com
plex overlapping t ransactions, ran the risk that, if one element 
failed, the entire structure might fail and cause the company to fall 
into noncompliance. 

Another document with the same heading, "Selected Observa
tions 1998 Financial Reporting," was used by Mr. Duncan as his 
personal talking points for the February 1999 briefing.3l This docu
ment lists nine accounting practices,' followed by a Risk Profile 
table using the same H, M, and L system. Each of the identified 
accounting practices is followed by one, two, or three "H's," mean-

29Hearing Exhibit 2b (Audit Committee minutes from 2f7199) at 2. 
30Hearing Exhibit 2a, "Selected Observations 1998 Financial Reporting" (Audit Committee 

presentation, 217199). 
91 Hearing Exhibit 3, "Selected Observations 1998 Financial Reporting" (David Duncan talking 

points for Audit Committee presentation, 217199), a copy of which was not provided to the Audit 
Committee during t he meeting. . 
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ing each had been rated as a high risk. A handwritten note by Mr. 
Duncan in the lower right-hand corner of the document states: 

"Obviously, we are on board with all of these, but many 
push limits and have a high 'others could have a different 
view' risk profile." 32 

While Mr. Duncan did not make himself available in response to 
a Subcommittee request to elaborate on this note, his colleague Mr. 
Bauer confirmed through legal counsel that Mr. Duncan had con-

. veyed this information to the Audit Committee. In a letter dated 
May 2, 2002, Mr. Bauer's legal counsel wrote the following: 

"As you requested, on behalf of Tom Bauer, a partner in 
Arthur Andersen, I am responding to your inquiries. . . . 
To the best of Mr. Bauer's knowledge, the handwriting on 
the document. . . is the handwriting of David Duncan. It 
reflects what Mr. Duncan and others discussed at an 
Enron Audit Committee meeting held on February 7, 1999. 
. . . The risk profile of Enron as reflected in the document 
was discussed at that meeting with and among the mem
bers of the Audit Committee and the representatives of the 
Company who attended. . . . Certain risk areas were de
scribed as 4pushing the limits', as reflected in Mr. Duncan's 
notes, or as being 'at the edge.''' 33 

In short, on February 7, 1999, Andersen informed the Audit 
Committee members that Enron was engalf,ed in accounting prac
tices that "push limits" or were "at the edge' of acceptable practice. 
In the discussion that followed, Andersen did not advocate any 
change in company practice, and no Board member objected to 
Enroil's actions, requested a second opinion of Enron's accounting 
practices, or demanded a -more prudent approach. 

The February 1999 meeting was not the only briefIng in which 
Andersen notified the Audit Committee that Enron was engaged in 
high risk accounting practices. In fact, similar briefmgs took place 
once or twice each year from 1999 through 2001, with similar pres
entations prepared by Andersen.S4 The presentations regularly 
identified high risk areas such as Enron's use of rughly structured 
transactions and related party transactions. Minutes from an Audit 
Committee meeting in May 2000, for example, state: "Mr. Duncan 
discussed the financial reporting areas that [Andersen] had deter
mined to be high priorities due to inherent risks that were present. 
He stated that the ongoing high priority areas included structured 
transactions, the merchant portfolio, commodity trading activities, 
project development activities and intercompany and related party 
transactions." 35 Handwritten notes on the bottom of a 2001 presen
tation to the Audit Committee, added by the Enron Corporate Sec-

32 Hearing ElChibit 3, "Selected Observations 1998 Financial Reporting" (David Duncan talking 
points for Audit Committee presentation, 2/7199), a copy of which was Dot provided to the Audit 
Committee during the meeting. See also Hearing E;Ilhibit 4, prepared by the Subcommittee, 
transcribing the handwritten note by Davld Duncan and other information contained in Hearing 
Exhibit 3. 

33 Hearing Exhibit 5, letter dated 512102 from Bauer's legal counsel to the Subcommittee. 
94800 Hearing Exhibit 6 (Audit Committee presentation, 5/3/99); Hearing Exhibit 7a (Audit 

Committee presentation, 511100); Hearing Exhibit Sa (Audit Committee presentation, 2112101); 
and Hearing Exhibit 9 (Audit Committee presentation, 4/20/01). 

3!1Hearing Exhibit 7c (Audit Committee minutes from 5/1100) at 2. 
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retary during the course of Andersen's oral presentation, state: 
''There are a number of areas where accounting rules have not kept 
up wi the Company's practices and some interpretation is nec
essary." 36 Andersen's legal counsel representatives told the Sub
committee staff that each presentation was intended to convey the 
same messalle to the Audit Committee, that Enron was using high 
risk accounting practices. 

Other internal Andersen documents offer additional proof that 
Andersen viewed EnroD as engaged in high risk accounting. For ex
ample, most large auditing firms, including Andersen, perform an 
annual client risk analysis to ensure the firm understands each cli
ent and how much effort will be required in an audit to ensure that 
the client complies with generally accepted accounting principles. 
Andersen's 1999 and 2000 client risk analyses placed Enron in its 
category for "Maximum" risk.a7 The 2000 analysis, which was 
signed by David Duncan and four other Andersen partners, identi
fied several "Risk Drivers" for EnroD, including stating that EnrOll 
"Management Pressures" were "Very Significant" and that the "Ac
counting and Financial R~orting Risk" associated with EnroD was 
also "Very Significant." The analyses offered some specific com
ments explaining the maximum risk rating, including the fol
lowing: 

"Enron has aggressive earnings targets and enters into nu
merous complex transactions to achieve those targets." 
"The Company's personnel are very sophisticated and 
enter into numerous complex transactions and are often 
aggressive in structuring transactions to achieve derived 
financial reporting objectives." 
('Fonn over substance transactions." 

An email dated February 6, 2001, sent to David Duncan and 
Thomas Bauer by another Andersen partner, Michael D. Jones, of
fers further proof that Andersen viewed Enron as engaged in risky 
accounting. This email summarizes a meeting held the previous 
day by 14 senior Andersen partners to decide whether the firm 
should retain Enron as a client. The email indicates that the group 
was aware of and uneasy about a number of accounting practices 
and transactions at Enron. The email, included in Hearing Exhibit 
73, states: 

"Significant discussion was held regarding the related 
party transactions with LJM including the materiality of 
such amounts to Enron's income statement and the 
amount retained 'otI balance sheet'. The discussion focused 
on Fastows conflicts of interest in his capacity as CFO and 
the LJM fund manager, the amount of earnings that 
Fastow receives for his services and participation in LJM, 
the disclosures of the transactions in the financial foot
notes, Enron's [Board of Directors'] views regarding the 
transactions and our and management's communication of 
such transactions to the [Board of Directorsl and our test-

S6Hearing Exhibit 8a (Audit Commiliee presentation, 2/121(1). 
87 Hearing Exhibits lOa and lOb, excerpts from Andersen's 1999 and 2000 annual client risk 

analysill of Enron Corporation. . 
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ing of such transactions to ensure that we fully under
stand the economics and substance of the transactions. 
. . . A significant discussion was also held regarding 
Enron's [mark-to-marketl earnings and the fact that it was 
'intelligent gambling' .... We discussed Enron's depend
ence on transaction execution to meet financial objectives, 
the fact that Enron often is creating industries and mar
kets and transactions for which there are no specific rules 
which requires significant judgement and that Enron is ag
gressive in its transaction structuring.. . . 

"Ultimately, the conclusion was reached to retain Enron 
as a client citing that it appeared that we had the appro
priate people and processes in place to serve Enron and 
manage our engagement risks." 

In a meeting prior to the May 7 hearing, Andersen's legal coun
sel told Subcommittee staff that Andersen clearly considered Enron 
to be engaged in high risk accounting. In response to a question, 
one of Andersen's attorneys said that it would be "ridiculous" to 
characterize EnroD as engaged in mainstream accounting. 

During the hearing, Dr. Jaedicke, the former Audit Committee 
Chairman, said that "[wle knew that the company was engaged in 
high-risk and innovative transactions," but did not recall being told 
that the company's accounting practices "push limits." 38 He t esti
fied: 

"David Duncan did tell us on several occasions that these 
were complex transactions, that they were complex struc
tures, that Enron was a complex company. They were mov
ing very fast, and very careful accounting judgments were 
required. . . . I do not recall him saying, well, 'others 
could have a different view.' But I think all of us under
stood that these . were highly .structured, new kinds of 
transactions, but . . . Enron paid Arthur Andersen some 
pretty hefty fees, to try to be in on the beginning of these 
transactions so that those accounting judgments . . . 
would be properJymade .... Now, when we would ask 
them [Andersen], even in executive session, about, OK, 
how do you feel about these, the usual expression was one 
of comfort. It was not, these are the highest risk trans
actions on our scale of one to 10 .... " 39 

During their interviews, a-number of Enron Board members stat
ed that Enron was engaged in complex accounting and was oper
ating in areas with few established accounting guidelines, but most 
declined to characterize Enron's accounting as high risk or aggres
sive. Mr. Blake characterized Enron as engaged in "leading edge," 
not "aggressive" accounting. Lord Wakeham, a chartered account
ant and chairman of an audit committee at another company, said 
that Enron was engaged in business transactions that had "not 
been done by many companies in the world" and were "relatively 
new." He indicated that he believed Enron's practices were within 
the bounds of generally accepted accounting principles since they 

38 Hearing Record at 3()--.31. 
39 [d. at 29 and 32. 
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had been approved by Andersen. He told the Subcommittee staff 
that he had believed Andersen would stand by their accounting ad
vice and was shocked when, in 2001, Andersen began to reverse 
course and repudiate the accounting methodologies and judgments 
it had earlier provided. 

Other Evidence of Board Awareness of Enron's High Risk 
Accounting. In addition to the Audit Committee's receipt of ex
plicit briefmgs on Enron's high risk accounting practices, many 
other documents demonstrate that the Board knowingly allowed 
Enron to use high risk accounting techniques, questionable valu
ation methodologies, and highly structured transactions to achieve 
favorable financial statement results. 

In April 2002, for example, Enron filed with the Securities and 
Exchange Commission (SEC) an 8-K filing indicating that the com
pany had on its books assets that were overvalued by billions of 
dollars , apparently due to questionable valuation methodologies.4o 

In this filing, Enron announced its intent to write-down $14 billion 
in the book value of its assets due to "historical carrying value[sJ" 
which "may have been overstated due to possible accounting errors 
or irregularities" and another $10 billion in "downward adjust
ments on certain price risk management assets and collateral" in
volving unspecified "forwards, swaps, options, energy transpor
tation contracts utilized for trading activities and other instru
ments with third parties." 41 

The evidence indicates that at least some of these valuation 
issues were brought to the attention of EnrOll Board members. For 
example, in 1999, Audit Committee members were given a nine
page presentation on mark-to-market and fair value accounting 
issues, and told how Enron divisions were expanding their use of 
fair value accounting which "require[d] continuous revaluation of 
asset[sl and liabilities" on Enron's books.42 In May 2000, Board 
members were told about a dispute between Enron divisions on 
how energy derivatives and contracts should be valued on Enron's 
books and did not object when the company decided to go with the 
more aggressive valuation modeJ.43 From 1999 through 2001, 
Board members were regularly briefed about Enron's "merchant as
sets," an accounting classification that Enron used to justify record
ing on its books a higher market value for certain assets, rather 
than a lower, historical cost.44 Once Enron recorded the higher 
market value, however, if that market value later fell, it is unclear 
whether Enron would record the lower value. One document pro
vided to the Finance Committee in the summer of 2001, for exam
ple, lists Enron's international merchant assets and indicates that 

olOForm 8-K filed by Enron Corporation with SEC (4122102). 
"lId. at 2-3. 
"~Hearing Exhibit 51 (Audit Committee presentation, 10111199 ), Bates JW779-87, a t 2. 
t8 Hearing Exhibit 28a (Finance Committee minutes, 511100) at 4-5. 
HSee, for example, references to Enron's merchant assets or merchant portfolio in Audit Com

mittee presentations, Hearing Exhibi t 2 (Audit Committee presentation, 217/99); Hearing Ex
hibit 6 (Audit Committee presentation, 513199); Hearing Exhibit 713 (Audit Committee presen
tation, 511100); Hearing Exhibit 7c (Audit Committee minutes, 511100) at 2; Hearing Exhibit 9 
(Audit Committee presentation, 4120101); as well as in Finance Committee presentationa, Hear
ing Exhibit 56d (Finance Committee minutes 12/18199) at 2; Hearing Exhibit 56e (Board min
utea 12114199) at 4; Hearing Exhibit 28a (Finance Committee minutes, 5JI}00) at 4; and Hearing 
Exhibit 56k (Finance Committee minutes 2112/01) at 2. 
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they were overvalued on Enron's books by $2.3 billion, compared to 
their market value as then determined by Enron's own staff.45 

Other documents, such as Board and Committee presentations 
and Deal Approval Sheets (DASHs), routinely presented complex 
structured transactions for Board approval, at times with sche
matic charts mapping out multiple special purpose entities and 
complex financing arrangements.46 When EnroD presented for 
Board approval the Rhythms and Raptors transactions, for exam
ple, explained more fully below, Enron and Andersen personnel ex
plicitly told Board members that the proposed transactions in
volved innovative uses of derivatives, EnroD stock, forward con
tracts, and off-the-books special purpose entities.47 Finance Com
mittee presentations also alerted Board members to Enron's in
creasing use of 44Prepays" and 4'F ASB 125 Sales," complex trans
actions that used sophisticated accounting rules to add billions of 
dollars to Enron's reported earnings and cash flOW. 4B 

The Powers Report criticized Enron for engaging in usignificant 
transactions" that were "apparently designed to accomplish favor
able financial statement results, not to achieve bona fide economic 
objectives or to transfer risk."49 The Powers Report also criticized 
Enron actions to "conceal from the market very large losses result
ing from Enron's merchant investments" and to "circumvent · 
accounting principles" through the use of complex transactions 
"that lacked fundamental economic substance."so All of the Board 
members interviewed by the Subcommittee staff denied approving 
particular transactions or accounting practices for the reasons 
described in the Powers Report. Yet numerous presentations de
scribed or urged Board approval of transactions in light of their fa
vorable impact on Enron's financial statements. For example: 

'''~ Hearing Exhibit 71, ''Enron GlobaL A13set8 and Services; Equity Value &hedule" (6101 ), 
Bates EI03411. Despite the huge valuation gap, none of the interviewed Board members could 
recall either inquiring into this difference or determining whether Enron's assets were oorrectly 
valued in its financial statements. See also Watkins' letter to Board Chairman Lay (81 15101) at 
1, a ttached to this report as Appendix. 2 on page 57. ("We do have valua tion issues with our 
internatioDal assets and possibly some of our EES [mark-to-marketl positions.") 

"6See, for example, Hearing Exhibit 15 (Whitewing), Hearing Exhibit 19 (LIM1) and Hearing 
Exhibit 28b (Raptor I). See also, for example, Hearing Exhibits 66d and 56e (Finance Committee 
minutes from 12113199 at 3; and Board minutes from 12114199 at 5). 

"7During hia Subcommittee interview, Mr. Blake stated t hat he was told and had understood 
that the Raptor transactions involved "very creative" accounting. The Subcommittee staff was 
told by an Enron employee who overheard it that Mr. Blake also commented to Mr. Faatow that 
Enron ought to get "a patent" on the Raptor structures to sell them to other companies. 

ole See, for example, Hearing Exhibit 42, "Finance Related Asset Sales; Prepays and 125 Sales" 
(F inance Committee presentation , 8101), showing dramatic increases in the dollar value of ''Pre
pays" and "FASB 125 Sales" at Bnron over a 3-year period. Total dollar value of these trans
actions climbed from $6.7 billion in 1999, to $9.2 billion in 2000, to $6.5 billion in the first 6 
months of 2001. The Subcommittee's analysis indicates that ''Prepays'' refers to prepaid forward 
contracts under which, in essence, Enron received an advance payment for a commitment to de
liver a commodity, such as natural gas, in the futUre. The evidence alao indicates, however, that 
the forward payments actually operated as loaDS that were disguised as trading activity, in 
order to be booked as cash flow from operations rather than debt on Enron's financial state
ments. FASB 125 is an accounting rule intended to allow investment companies such as stock 
brokerages to recognize earnings and cash flow from the sale of "financial assets" such as stock 
or mortgage backed securities. The Subcommittee analysis indicates that "F ASB 126 Sales" re
fers to Enron's praetice of selling a portion of it.9 interest in a hard, physical asset like a power 
pl~nt to a third party; c1asaifying t he instrument used to convey that interest as a "financial 
asset" under FASB 125; a nd then recognizing immediate earnings and cash flow from the sale. 
Both types of transactions raise numerous accounting issues. 

"9 Powera Report at 4. 
/\O ld. at 4-6. 
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-LIM! and WM2, Mr. Fastow's private equity funds, 
were lauded for producing over $2 billion in "Funds 
flow" for Enron and over $200 million in Enron "Earn
ings."51 

-A presentation identit'ying $2 billion in past and planned 
Enron asset sales during 2000, primarily to LJM2 and 
two other unconsolidated affiliates, Whitewing and the 
Hawaii 125-0 Trust, is characterized as a "2000 Balance 
Sheet Management" effort. 52 

- The Board itself a,pparently set "funds flow and balance 
sheet ratio targets for Enron to achieve, as shown by an 
Enron Global Markets presentation reporting on the 
company's actual versus targeted performance. 53 

- Enron's 10 largest transactions in the second half of 
2000 are described to the Finance Committee in terms 
of their balance sheet impact, producing "Positive Funds 
Flow," "Debt reduction," or "Balance Sheet protectionlt 

for the company'" 
-Even a tax matter, identified as the "Tammy Tax Ad

vantaged Transaction," is explained to the Finance Com
mittee in terms of producing $500 million in "Debt re
duction" for the company.55 

Still another indicator of Enron's high risk accounting is the long 
list of related entities disclosed in Enron's 10-K filings for 1999 
and 2000, which were approved and signed by Enron Board mem
bers. These filings list almost 3,000 separate entities, with over 800 
organized in well-known offshore jurisdictions, including about 120 
in the Turks and Caicos, and about 600 using the same post office 
box in the Cayman Islands. No Board member who signed the 10-
K filings expressed an objection to or concern about Enron's thou
sands of related entities or the complex transactions in which they 
were involved. 

When confronted by evidence of Enron's high risk accounting, all 
of the Board members interviewed by the Subcommittee pointed 
out that Enron's auditor, Andersen, had given the company a clean 
audit opinion each year. None recalled any occasion on which An
dersen had expressed any objection to a particular transaction or 
accounting practice at Enron, despite evidence indicating that, in
ternally at Andersen, concerns about Enron's accounting were com
monplace. But a failure by Andersen to object does not preclude a 
finding that the Enron Board, with Andersen's concurrence, know
ingly allowed Enron to use high risk accounting and failed in its 

61 Hearing Exhibit 23, "LJM2 Update" (Finance Committee presentation , 51lfOO). 
52 Hearing Exhibit 17, "EGF Execution Scbedule; 2000 Balance Sheet Management" (Finance 

Committee presentation, 8100). The document indicated that abou.t $1.5 billion of the $2 billion 
total involved LJM2, Whitewing or Hawaii 125·0 Trust. 

53 Hearing Exhibit 70, "Enron's Funds Flow Targets" (Enron Global Markets presentation 
3101), Bates EC27671 (reporting on "Enron Corp. funds flow and balance sheet ratio targets set 
by the Board of Directors versus actual results"). 

M Hearing Exhibit 50, "Major Transactions; Largest 10 Transactions (June 30-December 31)" 
(Finance Committee presentation, 12.111100), Bates EC24832. 

MId. See also "Enron's Other Strategy: Taxes; Internal Papers Reveal How Complex Deals 
Boosted Profits by $1 Billion, ~ Washington Post (5122102), alleging 11 tax transactions at Enron 
were undertaken to produce earnings or cash flow on Enron's financial statements. 
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fiduciary duty to ensure the company engaged in responsible finan
cial reporting. 

Finding (3): Despite clear conflicts of interest, the 
Enron Board of Directors approved an unprece
dented arrangement allowing Enron's Chief Finan
cial Officer to establish and operate the LJM private 
equity funds which transacted business with Enron 
and profited at Enron's expense. The Board exer
cised inadequate oversight of LIM transaction and 
compensation controls and failed to protect Enron 
shareholders from unfair dealing_ 

The Enron Board's decision to waive the company's code of con
duct and allow its Chief Financial Officer (CFO) Andrew Fastow to 
establish and operate off-the-books entities designed to transact 
business with Enron was also highly unusual and disturbing. This 
arrangement allowed inappropriate conflict of interest transactions 
as well as accounting and related party disclosure problems, due to 
the dual role of Mr. Fastow as a senior officer at EnrOll and an 
equity holder and general manager of the new entities. Neverthe
less, with little debate or independent inqniry, the Enron Board ap
proved three code of conduct waivers enabling Mr. Fastow to estab
lish three private equity funds in 1999 and 2000, known as LJM1, 
LJM2 and LJM3.56 

The Enron Board approved code of conduct waivers for Mr. 
Fastow knowing that the LJM partnerships were designed to trans
act business primarily with Enron, and controls would be needed 
to ensure the LJM transactions and Mr. Fastow's compensation 
were fair to Enron. The Board failed, however, to make sure the 
controls were effective, to monitor the fairness of the transactions, 
or to monitor Mr. Fastow's LJM-related compensation. The result 
was that the LJM partnerships realized hundreds of millions of 
dollars in profits at Enron's expense. 

Enron's code of conduct for its employees expressly prohibited 
Enron employees from obtaining personal financial gain from a 
company doing business with Enron.57 This prohibition could be 
waived, however, by the CEO upon a finding that a proposed ar
rangement would Hnot adversely affect the best interests of th~ 

56The initials "WM" apparently refer to Mr. Fastow's wife and children. Of the three LJM 
entities approved by the Enron Board, only LJMl a nd LJM2 became active. LJMI was orga
n ized 88 a limited partnership in the Cayman Islands and refers to a company named WM Cay
man, L.P. LJM2 was organized as a Delaware limited partnership Bnd refers to a company 
named LJM2 Co-Investment, L.P. In each instance, the entity lhat served as the genera] part,.. 
ner of LJMI or LJM2 and was responsible for running the equity fund on a day-to-day basis 
was wholly owned by Mr. Fastow tbrough a complex set of intermediaries. LJMI and LJM2 a1so 
each had a variety of limited partners, most of whom were third party investors such as banks, 
pension funds, or insurance companies who contributed capital to the fund. See Powers Report 
at 68-74. In the case of LJMI, Mr . Fsstow and five other Enron employees later formed a part
nership known as Southampton, L.P . and took ownership of a key LJM1 subsidiary. Id. at 92-
9'. 

67 See Hearing Exhibit 26, "Enron Code of Ethics" (7/00) ("Business Ethics") at 12: 
"Employees of Enron Corp. . are charged with conducting their business affairs in ac
cordance with the highest ethical standards. An employee shall not conduct himself or 
herself in a manner which directly or indirectly would be detrimental to the best interests 
of the Company or in a manner which would bring to the employee financial gain sepa
rately derived as a direct consequence ofhts or her employment with the Company." 
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Company." 58 In the case of the LIM partnerships, Mr. Lay ap
proved waiving the code of conduct prohibition for Mr. Fastow, but 
also asked the Enron Board to ratifY his decision, even though 
Board concurrence was not explicitly required by company rules. 59 

Evidence introduced in the Andersen criminal trial indicates that 
the idea for Board ratification may have originated with Andersen. 
Apparently, a number of senior Andersen personnel, including 
David Duncan, had serious concerns about the LJM proposal and 
were reluctant to support it. Benjamin Neuhausen, a member of 
Andersen's Professional Standard Group, wrote in a 5/28/99 email 
to David Duncan: 

"Setting aside the accounting, idea of a venture entity 
managed by CFO is terrible from a business point of view. 
Conflicts galore. Why would any director in his or her 
right mind ever approve such a scheme?" 60 

Mr. Duncan responded in a 6/1199 email as follows: 
"[Oln your point 1 (Le., the whole thing is a bad idea), I 
really couldn't agree more. Rest assured that I have al
ready communicated and it has been agreed to by Andy 
that CEO, General [Counsel], and Board discussion and 
approval will be a requirement, on our part, for acceptance 
of a venture similar to what we have been discussing." 61 

Board Approval of LJM With Few Questions Asked_ Board 
approval proved easy to obtain. The first LIM presentation made 
to the Board took place on June 28, 1999, at a special Board meet
ing held by teleconference.62 The Board was told that LIM1 would 
be set up as a special purpose entity that would not be on Enron's 
balance sheet, and it would be owned in part and managed by Mr. 
Fastow. Its first transaction, which was presented to the Board for 
approval, involved a high tech stock called Rhythms NetCon-

1I6Hearing Exhibit 26 ("Connicts of Interest, Investments, and Outside Business Interests of 
Officers and Employees") at 57: 

"[N]o full-bme officer or employee should ... [o]wn an interest in or participate, directly 
or indirectly, in the r.rofib of any other entity which does business with or is a competitor 
of the Company.." un ess such ownership or participation has been previously disclosed in 
writing to the o...;hairman of the Board and Chief.Executive Officer of Enron Corp. and 
such officer has determined that such interest or participation does not adversely affect 
the beet interests of the Company." 

511 At the hearing, Mr. Winokur and Dr. Jaedicke contended that the Board did not actually 
~waive~ the company's code of conduct, but "applied" it in the l.JM matters. Hearing Record at 
17,59-60. However, all three LJM presentations explicitly request Board approval of a code of 
conduct waiver. Hearing Exhibit 19, ~Project LJM Board Presentation" ("Waiver of Code of Con
duct, at 8; Hearing Exhibit 20, "LJM 2 Summary" ("Ratify decision of Office of the Chairman 
to waive Code of Conduct in order to allow A. Fastow participation in LJM2 as General Part
ner"'); Hearinl( Exhibit 56b, "WMB presentation to the Finance Committee," page entitled 
"WM3" (''Ratify decision of Office of Chairman to waive Code of Conduct in order to allow A. 
Fastow involvement as General Partner of WM"), Bates EC 25373-80 and RJ903. 

60Hearing Exhibit 55l :'Defendant Andersen Exhibit 763," U.s. II. Arthur Andersen (USDC SD 
TeJras Criminal Action NO. H-02-0121). 

61 fA. "Defendant Andersen Exhibit 764." Andersen personnel also had significant aocounting. 
related concerns with WM, in a number of areas discussed in this email and other documents. 
One major concern was that LJM was being established as a special purpose entity outside of 
Enron's control, yet wss to be managed by a senior Enron officer. Mr. Fastow contended that 
LJM would not be under his or Enron's control, because LJM's limited partners could remove 
him at will. Andersen noted in an internal memorandum, however, that the limited partners 
could remove him only if they obtsined supermajorities in two separate votes, which Andersen 
said "was at the very upper limit of what may be acceptable." Hearing EJ:hibit 59, "Memo
randum to the Files by David Duncan and others" (12131199, as amended 10/12101), Bates 
AASCGA(TX)1375-78, at 2. Andersen nonetheless eventually gave its approval to the LJM part
nerships. 

1i2Hearing Exhibit 19, "Project lJM Board Presentation" (6/28/99). 
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nections, which Enron had purchased at the company's initial pub
lic offering for $10 m.illion and whose value had skyrocketed to 
about $300 million. Enron had already recognized the appreciation 
in the stock price as earnings on its financial statements, and 
wanted to protect its income statements from any loss if the stock 
price fell . The Board was told that, through a novel and com
plicated transaction, LIM1 could provide a "hedge" on the Rhythms 
stock "at no cost to Enron." Better yet, LIM1 could pay Enron $50 
million in cash to do so, which the Board was reminded "counts as 
funds flow." The Board was also told that LIM1 would not be lim
ited to ' that single transaction, but could "negotiat[e] with Enron 
for purchase of additional merchant assets." 63 

The Board members interviewed about this matter generally ac
knowledged that the LJM1 transaction was unprecedented, both 
because of the CFO's code of conduct waiver and the nature of the 
Rhythms transaction which supposedly allowed LIM1 to hedge a 
highly volatile stock at no cost to Enron and to pay Enron $50 mil
lion as part of the hedging structure. Despite these highly unusual 
features, the Board ratified the code of conduct waiver and ap
proved the LJM1 proposal with little study or debate. For example, 
contrary to the Board's usual practice, the LIM1 proposal was 
never reviewed by the Finance Committee before it was submitted 
to the full Board for consideration. It was presented to the Board 
itself for the first time in written materials faxed to Board mem
bers 3 days before the special meeting. During the meeting itself, 
Board discussion of the proposal appears to have been minimal. 
The Board minutes show that the special meeting considered a 
number of matters in addition to the LJMl proposal, including res
olutions authorizing a major stock split, an increase in the shares 
in the company's stock compensation plan, the purchase of a new 
corporate jet, and an investment in a Middle Eastern power 
plant.54 Mr. Lay also discussed a reorganization underway at 
Enron. Yet the entire meeting lasted 1 hour.65 

When asked why the Board moved so quickly on such an unusual 
proposal, the Board members suggested during their interviews 
that they had seen LJM1 as involving a single transaction, the 
Rhythms stock ''hedge,'' for which the company had obtained a fair
ness opinion from an outside accounting fITm and which involved 
little risk to Enron.66 At the hearing, Dr. Jaedicke, former head of 

63 Although some Board members described LIMl as an entity that engaged in. a si n~lc trans
action, LJM1 WAS designed to engage in multiple transactions and did so. WMl's abihty to en
gage in multiple transactions was made clear not oo1y in the Board presentation, but also in 
the Board minutes which state: "In addition, LJM may negotiate witb the Company regarding 
the purchase of additional assets in the Merchant Portfolio." The Board presentation also char
acterized WMl 8S a possible "Future Investment ManaJ?ement Company," and suggested that 
LJMl might be used to "lclapture CuiabalElectro value, referring to investments Enron held 
in two other energy projects. WMI , in fact, entered into two additional multi·million dollar 
transactions involving purchasing an interest in a Brat;ilian power plant owned and run by 
Enron, and purchasing Osprey debt certificates from Whitewing which WMI held for 3 months 
before selling them to Chewco. See also Powers Report at 70. 

64 Hearing Exhibit 66a (Board minutes 6128199). 
Ii6Id. 
Ii6The evidence indicates, however, that the Board could not have relied on the fairness opin

ion in deciding to move quickly in June 1999, because that opinion was not mentioned in the 
Board presentation and was not provided by PriceWaterhouseCoopers until 2 months later
after the transaction itself was completed. See draft fairness opinion (8113199), Bates EC2 13298; 
and Hearing Exhibit 57 (final fairness opinion 8117/99), Bates AASCOA1949. 2-49.6 {the final 
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the Audit Corrunittee, explained that the Board meeting took place 
shortly before the close of the second quarter reporting period in 
1999, and the company "did not want to be in the position of hav
ing a fair value investment, a stock on their books, a mark-to-mar
ket [asset], without a hedge." 67 Enron obtained Board approval of 
LJM1's formation and the Rhythms transaction on June 28, 2 days 
prior to the end of the reporting period on June 30. 

About 3 months later, in October 1999, the Board was asked to 
approve a second LJM partnershi~, LJM2, described as a "[flollow
on private equity fund to LJMl." 6 The "purpose" of creating LJM2 
was described as providing a "source of private equity for Enron to 
manage its investment portfolio risk, funds flow, and fmancial 
flexibility." 69 In his Subcommittee interview, Mr. Blake described 
LJM2 as an "extension of Enron" intended to serve as an "empty 
bucket" for Enron assets. He said that LJM2 was supposed to cre
ate "an internal Enron marketplace" in which Enroll business units 
could sell Enron assets to Mr. Fastow's fund allegedly in "arm's 
length" negotiations at less cost and at a quicker pace than would 
be possible in transactions with a completely independent party. 
Due to Mr. Fastow's participation, the Board was asked to ratify 
a second code of conduct waiver that would allow him to set up and 
manage LJM2, hold an ownership interest in the fund, locate addi
tional investors and financing, and receive compensation for his ef~ 
forts. 

This time the LJM2 proposal went first to the Finance Com
mittee, which approved it in a 90-minute meeting on October 11, 
1999, after what Mr. Winokur, the Committee Chairman, described 
as "a vigorous discussion." 70 The following day, Mr. Winokur rec~ 
ommended LJM2's approval to the full Board. The Board approved 
it on October 12, 1999. Although Enron Board members contend 
they routinely challenged Enron management proposals, Mr. 
Fastow had apparently been so confident of Board approval that he 
had already completed negotiations with Merrill Lynch to develop 
an LJM2 marketing strategy and had approved an LJM2 private 
placement memorandum which Merrill Lynch released on October 
13, 1999, 1 day after the Board meeting scheduled to approve 
LJM2's formation.71 

No Board member recalled asking to see or actually reviewing 
the private placement memorandum or other LJM2 marketing ma
terials, either then or later. One Board member, Robert Belfer, told 
the Subcommittee staff that he actually received the memorandum 
in the mail, offering him the opportunity to invest in LJM2, but 
threw it away without reading it. At the hearing, Mr. Winokur tes
tified that the Finance Committee had been told that Enron's legal 
counsel, Vinson & Elkins, had reviewed the memorandum and re~ 
lied on the law firm to alert the Board to any problems72 He indi-

fairness opinion. conveyed by letter from P r iceWaterhouseCoopers, explicitly notes that i t is 
evaluating a completed transaction which became "effective as of June 30, 1999"). 

67 Hearing Record at 6l. 
68 Hearing Exhibit 20, "l.JM 2 Summary" (10/11799). 
691d. 
70 Hearing Record a t 63. 
7I Hearing Exhibit 21, "LJM2 Co-Investment, L.P . Private Placement Memorandum" (101131 

99). See also Hearing Exhibit 58. "Supplement Number One to Private Placement Memo
randum" (12115/99). Bates LJM58123, at 1. 

72 Hearing Record at 64. 
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cated that Vinson & Elkins never told the Board anything was 
amiss, which is why the Board never requested or reviewed the 
material. Had the Board reviewed the memorandum, the Directors 
would have learned that it named not ouly Mr. Fastow, but also 
two other senior Enron financial officers as LJM2 principals, Mi
chael Kopper and Ben Glisan, both of whom worked for Mr. Fastow 
and neither of whom had obtained a code of conduct waiver to par
ticipate in LJM2. The memorandum also explicitly touted the offi~ 
cers' inside access to Enron information and "deal flow" as selling 
points for the LJM2 fund. 

In October 2000, the Finance Committee and the full Board ap
proved the establishment of LJM3, with a third code of conduct 
waiver and even less debate.73 That same month, LJM issued its 
first annual report to its investors laying out its activities and re~ 
turns, but, again, no EnrOll Board member requested or reviewed 
this report. 74 Had they reviewed it, the Board members would have 
learned that LJM claimed to be making substantial profits from its 
deals with Enron and might have reconsidered the conflicts of in
terest inherent in the transactions. 

At the Subcommittee hearing on May 7, all three of the expert 
witnesses expressed surprise and dismay that the Enron Board had 
approved the LJM arrangement in light of the clear conflicts of in
terest. The arrangement essentially permitted Enron's top financial 
control officer- an individual with personal knowledge of Enron's 
assets, liabilities and profit margins- to set up his own company 
and sit on both sides of the table in negotiations between his busi
ness and his employer. The expert witnesses could not recall a 
similar situation at any other publicly traded company; nor could 
any Board member identify a precedent for the Board's decision. 
The Powers Report called the LJM arrangement "fundamentally 
flawed." 75 Mr. Campbell, former Chairman of the Board of a major 
publicly traded company, told the Subcommittee staff that had he 
been confronted with a similar proposal by a CFO, he would have 
told the CFO "no"; if the CFO managed to bring up the proposal 
at a Board meeting he would have voted "no"; and if the Board had 
adopted the proposal over his objection, he would have resigned 
from the Board the next day. But the interviewed Enron Board 
members refused to acknowledge any lapse in judgment. Most, in 
fact, defended the decision to authorize the LJM partnerships and 
declared that they would support a similar arrangement at another 
company if appropriate approvals and controls were provided.76 

Flawed Controls to Mitigate LJM Conflicts. Most of the 
interviewed Board members said they had not been troubled by the 
conflicts of interest posed by the LJM partnerships due to the con
trols adopted to mitigate the conflicts. These controls were in
tended to ensure the fairness of both the LJM transactions with 
Enron and the amount of LJM-related compensation paid to Mr. 

73 Hearing Exhibit 56h, "LJM3 presentation to the Finance Committee" (l0/6/00), Bates EO 
25373-80. 

74Hearing Exhibit 25, "LJM Investments Annual Par tnership Meeting" (10126/00). 
76 Powers Report at 9 . . 
768ee , for example, Hearing Record at 62, in which Dr. Jaedicke testified that another board 

on which he serves considered authorizing a similar outside equity fund to be run by a senior 
company officer. Dr. Jaedicke testified that he was prepared to support this arrangement, but 
did not actually have the chance to do so, because it ultimately did not go forward. 
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Fastow. But the evidence indicates that these controls were poorly 
designed and implemented, and the Board itself paid insufficient 
attention to the LJM partnerships. 

The Board relied on Enron management to develop and imple
ment the day-to-day controls needed to monitor LJM, and limited 
its own oversight to less frequent and more generalized reviews. 
The n ature and extent of the LJM controls actually put into place 
by EnroD management varied over time. The original LJMl presen
tation in June 1999 did not specify any controls.77 The LJM2 pres
entation in October 1999 specified just one control- that Chief Ac
counting Officer Richard Causey "approve all transactions between 
EnrOll and LJM," 78 The LJM3 presentation 1 year later. in October 
2000, recited a longer list of controls: Mr. Causey, Mr. Buy, and 
Mr. Skilling would "approve all Enron-LJM transactions"; the 
Audit Committee would conduct an annual review of LJM trans
actions in February; and Mr. Fastow's 4'ecoDomic interest in Enron 
and LJM" would be presented to Mr. Skilling for his review.79 At 
that same October 2000 meeting, the Finance Committee decided 
to institute two more controls, to begin a quarterly review of LJM 
transactions by the Finance Committee and to conduct a one-time 
review of Mr. Fastow's LJM compensation by the Compensation 
Committee. 

The Powers Report, which examined Enron management's actual 
implementation of the day-to-day controls over the LIM trans
actions, determined that the controls were structurally flawed and 
poorly executed.80 On paper, prior to Enron's engaging in a trans
action with LJM, EnrOll personnel were supposed to complete a 
Deal Approval Sheet (DASH) that set out the major ·elements of the 
transaction and a LJM Approval Sheet with a checklist of items in
tended to ensure arms-length transactions and fair prices. These 
documents required signatures from two or more high level Enron 
officials, such as Mr. Causey, Mr. Buy, and Mr. Skilling. The Pow
ers Report found, however, that "the process was not well-designed, 
and it was not consistently followed." 81 Some LJM transactions 
took place without any DASH or LJM Approval Sheet, others relied 
on a DASH or LJM Approval Sheet that did not contain the re
quired signatnres, and still other deals were closed before the docu
mentation was completed. B2 The Powers Report found that, in at 
least 13 instances, the persons negotiating the Enron-LJM deals
on both sides of the table- reported to Mr. Fastow, and that Mr. 

77 Hearing Exhibit 19, "Project. LJM Board Present.ation~ (6128199). 
78 Hearing Exhibit 20, "WM 2 Summary" ( 10111/99). 
79 Hearing Exhibit. 56h, "LJM3 presentation to the Finance Committee" (1016100), Bates EC 

25378. An LJM presentation to t he Audit Committee in early 2001, Hearing Exhibit 24, "Review 
of LJM procedures and transactions completed in 2000" (2112101) at 2B-4, identified many of 
the same controls as thOlle listed in October 2000. 

80 Powers Report at 165-66. 
SlId. at 170. See also Hearing Exhibit 61, internal Enron memorandum from Jordan Mintz, 

legal counsel, to Mr. Buy and Mr. Causey (318/0 1), criticizing LIM transaction approval process, 
Bates VEL524-28 (iTIhe Company needs to improve both the PrcJUSS it follows in executing 
such transactions and implement improved procedurea regarding written substantiation sup
porting a nd memorializing the EnronlLJM transactions .... [Flirst is the need for the Company 
to implement a more active a nd systematic effort in pUT8uing non-LJM sales alternatives before 
approaching LIM ... ; the second is to ... impose a more rigorous testing of the fairness and 
benefits realized by Enron in transacting with WM.") (Emphasis in original. ) 

82 Powers Report at 170. 

,. 
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Fastow, on occasion, "pressur[ed]" them "to obtain better terms for 
LJM."83 
. The interviewed Board members told the Subcommittee staff 
that, after the October 2000 meeting in which the Finance Com
mittee was told that Mr. Causey, Mr. Buy, and Mr. Skilling would 
"approve all Enron-LJM transactions," they assumed Mr. Skilling 
was actively reviewing the Enron-LJM transactions. Mr. Skilling 
t estified at a House hearing, however, that he had been unaware 
of any obligation to review the LJM transactions and did not, as 
a matter of course. review them for fairness or sign the relevant 
documents.B4 Mr. Causey and Mr. Buy have indicated tha t each re
viewed the LJM transactions and signed the relevant documents, 
but considered only narrow procedural or risk issues; neither re
viewed the transactions for their overall fairness to Enron.85 

The LJM compensation controls at Enron were even more hap
hazard. The Subcommittee is unaware of any standard form or pro
cedure that was developed by Enron management to review Mr. 
Fastow's compensation. and it is unclear whether any compensa
tion review ever took flaee by any Enron officer.a6 During their 
interviews, many Boar members indicated that the Board had as
sumed Mr. Skilling, who was Mr. Fastow's immediate supervisor, 
was reviewing Mr. Fastow's LJM compensation. Mr. Skilling has 
indicated. however, that he n ever examined or requested specific 
information about Mr. Fastow's actual LJM compensation.S7 

The Powers Report concludes that the LJM controls "were not ef
fectively implemented by Management, and the conflict [of interest] 
was so fundamental and pervasive that it overwhelmed the controls 
as the relationship progressed." 88 

Inadequate Board Oversight of LJM Transactions With 
Enron. The Enron Board failed to uncover the deficiencies in the 
LJM controls or to make up for them through its own oversight ef
forts. 

S3 Powers IWport at 166. 
8. See Hearing before the U.s. House of Representatives Subcommittee on Oversight and In

vestiKations of the Committee on Energy and Commerce .(2t7/02) (hereinafter ''House Hearing" ) 
(Mr . Skilling: "I was not required to approve those tra nsactions."). The minutes indicate that 
Mr. Skilling was present at the October 2000 Finance Committee meeting when Mr. Fasl.ow 
stated. that Mr. Skilling, as weD as Mr. Causey and Mr. Buy, were reviewing the LJM trans
actions, but Mr. Skilling testified that he did not recall hearing that statement a t the meetin\t. 
The WM Approval Sheeta frequently listed Mr. Skilling as a required signatory, and Enron s 
legal counsel Jordan Mintz attempted on several ocCll$ions to obtain Mr. Skilling's actual signa
ture for particular LIM transactions, but was unsuccessful. Mr. Skilling testified at the House 
hearing that.he never received the documents to sign them. Mr. Mintz' March 2001 memo, cited 
above

h 
Hearing Exhibit 61, called for "[bJetter contemporaneous involvement by the [Office of 

the C airman] regarding review and approval of EnroD's transacting with LJM, i.e. sign-off by 
Jeff Skilling on a more regular basis." See also Powers Report at 169 ("Skilling appeaR to have 
been almost entirely uninvolved in oveT8eeing the LIM transactions, even though in October 
2000 the Finance Committee was told b,x Fastow-apparenUy in Skilling's presence-that 
Skilling had undertaken substantial duties. ) 

ee See Powers Report at 168. 
SB See discussion in Powers Report at 163-65. 
87 See House Hearing (217/02), in which Mr. Skilling testified that the only LJM compensation 

review be performed was in October 2000, after a Board meetin ,!{ directing him to review Mr. 
Faatow's "economic interest" in the company. Mr. Skilling testified that, in response to the 
Board request, he reviewed. a handwritten document provided by Mr. Fastow projecting hiB pos
sible LJM returns over a 5-yea r period using certain assumptions, the 5-year total of which Mr. 
Skill ing recalled was "something on the order of $5 million." When asked whether it was true 
that Mr. Fastow had a lready obtained $30 million from WM in its first year of operation, Mr. 
Skilling testified, "I don't lrnow. . I have no first-hand knowledge of that." See also Powers 
Report at 164-65. 

!fa Powers Report at 171. 
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The Audit Committee was charged by the Board with performing 
an annual review of the LJM transactions. This task was appar
ently assigued to the Audit Committee, because its charter in
cluded ensuring compliance with Enron's code of conduct and the 
LJM transactions were being reviewed to ensure that Mr. Fastow 
was complying with his fiduciary obligations to Enron. 

On paper, the Audit Committee conducted two annual reviews of 
WM transactions in February 2000 and February 2001. In reality, 
these reviews were superficial and relied entirely on management 
representations with no supporting documentation or independent 
inquiry into facts. At the first review in 2000, the Audit Committee 
was given a single sheet of paper listing the names of eight trans- . 
actions that LJM had entered into with Enron in 1999.89 The only 
information provided for each transaction was the name of the "in
vestment," the transaction's approximate dollar value, and a de
scription of the transaction in ten words or less. The Committee 
spent between 15 and 30 minutes reviewing the list with Mr. 
Causey.90 The Audit Committee did not go into the details of any 
specific transaction, nor did it review any Deal Approval Sheet 
(DASH) or LJM Approval Sheet, even though these documents 
were typically only a few pages long and would have provided key 
information. In fact, the Audit Committee members admitted they 
never requested or reviewed a single DASH or WM Approval Sheet 
for any LJM transaction with Enron.91 

The Audit Committee's second review of LJM transactions was 
equally cursory. In February 2001, the Audit Committee received 
a two-page list of LJM transactions in 2000, again witn minimal 
information, and again sf:ent between 15 and 30 minutes going 
over it with Mr. Causey. 2 Twelve LJM transactions with Enron 
were listed. The only information provided for each transaction was 
the name of the "investment," a dollar value, and a short descrip
tion of the transaction."3 Again, no DASH or LJM Approval Sheet 
was requested or reviewed by any Audit Committee member. 

The Finance Committee also looked at LIM on several occasions. 
In May 2000, the Finance Committee received a general "LJM2 
Update" reciting the overall benefits that LJM2 had provided to 
Enron in its first 6 months of operation.94 This update reported 
that LJM2 had produced over $2 billion in "Funds flow" for Enron, 
over $200 million in "Earnings," and "8 daysl6 dealsl$125 million" 
for Enron in the fourth quarter of 1999. Although these figures are 
remarkable for any new business, there was apparently no discus
sion of how LJM2 was able to produce such large benefits for 

89Hearing Exhibi t 22, "WM InvestmenL Activity 1999" ('l17/OO). 
90 Hearing Record at 66-67; S ubcommittee interviews of Audit Committee members. See also 

Powers Report a t 162 ("the reviews were brief, reportedly lasting 10 to 15 minutes"). 
91 Hearing Record at 71; Subcommittee interviews of Audit Committee members; House Hear

ing ('l17/02) (testimony by Dr. Jaed.icke). 
!12 Hearing Exhibit 24, "Review of WM procedures and transactions completed in 2000" (21121 

01). 
93The largest transaction on the list involved "$127 million" and was identified as "Raptors 

I, II, III, IV"-a particularly interesting description, since the Board has steadfastly maintained 
it knew of only three Raptor transactions and was never infonned of the Rapwr involving 
Enron's warranta for stock in The New Power Company ('INPC). See, for example, Hearing 
Record at 15; Powers Report at 116. Had the Audit or Finance Committee asked why four 
RaptoN! were listed, the Board might have learned of the Raptor transaction involving Enron's 
TNPC stock. 

94 Hearing Exhibit 23, "LJM2 Update" (5/1100). 
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EnrOll in so short a time period. The update also reported that 
LJM2 had a projected internal rate of return of about 18 percent. 
Trus figure is much less than the 69 percent that WM would claim 
in its October report to investors, but. as mentioned earlier, the 
Board members relied on EnrOll management for its information on 
LJM and none requested or reviewed a copy of LJM's first annual 
report.95 

Several directors noted that the May 2000 update given to the 
Finance Committee also contained a handwritten note by the Cor
porate Secretary stating that Mr. Fastow had indicated he was 
spending only 3 hours per week on LJM matters. They said trus 
figure left the impression that Mr. Fastow was not earning much 
money from the operation and that LJM was not very active. Yet 
this impression is in direct contrast to the information in the up
date itself wruch reports $2 billion in funds flow for Enron and 
$200 million in earnings. One Board member, Mr. Blake, indicated 
during rus interview that he had taken special note of the $2 bil
lion figure, which made him well aware of LIM and its importance 
to Enron, yet neither he nor any other director asked how LJM was 
able to produce such huge funds flow with such minimal effort by 
Mr. Fastow. 

In October 2000, when LIM3 was proposed to the Finance Com
mittee, the presentation included another general ' update on the 
henefits that the LJM partnersrups were providing to Enron,,6 

WMI was described as having provided "a gain of approximately 
$175 million for Enron" and the purchase of a "minority interest 
in Cuiaba so that Enron could deconsolidate the project." LJM2 
was described as having invested over $400 million in 21 trans
actions with Enron. It was ' after receiving this update, showing 
multiple high dollar transactions, that the Finance Committee de
cided to impose the two additional controls-a quarterly review of 
LJM transactions by the Finance Committee, wruch was to be in 
addition to the annual Audit Committee review, and a one-time re
view of Mr. Fastow's compensation by the Compensation Com
mittee. 

The Subcommittee learned, however, that the Finance Com
mittee subsequently conducted only one quarterly review of LJM 
transactions, which took place in February 2001. This review was 
as superficial as that conducted by the Audit Committee. The Fi
nance Committee used the same two-page list of LIM transactions 
as the Audit Committee and spent about the same amount of time 
on the document.9 7 There was no detailed discussion of the trans
actions, and no Finance Committee member could recall seeing any 
DASH or LJM Approval Sheet for any WM transaction, even 

9fiCompare Hearing Exhlbit 23, the WM2 presentation to the Finance Committee on 511100, 
with Hearing Exhibit 25, WM's presentation to ita own investors at ita first annual partnership 
meeting on 10/26/00. 

!Ie Hearing Exhibit 56h, "LJM3 presentation to the Finance Committee" (10/6100), Bates EC 
25373--80. 

97 Hearing Exhibit 24, "Review of LJM procedures and transactions completed in 2000" (21121 
01). 
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though some exceeded the $25 million threshold for DASHs pro
vided to the Finance Committee for review.98 

The Finance Committee did not conduct any other quarterly re
view of LJM transactions. When asked why the Finance Committee 
did not conduct a quarterly review at the next Finance Committee 
meeting in May 2001, Mr. Winokur indicated that he had not re
ceived a quarterly report from Enron and had assumed without 
checking that no LJM transactions had occurredB • When asked 
why the Finance Committee did not act at the next meeting in Au
gust 2001, Mr. Winokur said that he was told at the August meet
ing that Mr. Fastow had sold his interest in the LJM partnerships 
in June, the "related party aspect" of the LJM transactions had dis
appe'ared, and no more reviews were necessary.IOO Mr. Winokur ad
mitted, however, that neither he nor any other Board member had 
inquired about who bought Mr. Fastow's interest in LJM, 'in or der 
to verify that no conflict of interest remained. 

m fact, in a puzzling display of disinterest, none of the inter
viewed Board members recalled making any inquiry into LJM's 
new ownership despite LJM's having just generated $2 billion in 
funds flow for the company. Had anyone inquired, they would have 
learned that the new owner of LJM2 was Mr. Fastow's former top 
staffer, Michael Kopper, whose personal knowledge of Enron fi
nances and longstanding close association with Mr. Fastow raised 
a similar set of conflicts of interest concerns, lOI Mr. Winokur testi
fied at the hearing that, had he known of Mr. Kopper's role, he 
"would have wanted to continue the reviews" to ensure LJM's deal
ings with Enron were fair. 102 

Inadequate Board Oversight of Fastow's LJM Compensa
tion. The Board's role in overseeing Mr. Fastow's LJM compensa
tion was even more lax. For the first year, the Board apparently 
relied on Mr. Skilling to review Mr. Fastow's LJM~related income 
and asked no questions. In October 2000, after LJM1 had been op
erating for more than 1 year and the Finance Committee was told 
that LJM1 and LJM2 were engaging in multiple, high dollar trans
actions with Enron, the Finance Committee asked the Compensa
tion Committee to conduct a one-time review of Mr. Fastow's com
pensation. 

Dr. LeMaistre, then Chairman of the Compensation Committee, 
was present at the Finance Committee meeting, and attempted to 
obtain the requested information on Mr. Fastow's LJM compensa
tion. He indicated during his interview and at the hearing that, 
after the Finance Committee meeting, he ' asked Enron's senior 
compensation officer, Mary Joyce, to frovide him with information 
on the outside income of all of EnrOll s "16(b) officers," a reference 
to top company officials identified according to an SEC regula-

I18 Hearing Record at 71; Subcommittee interviews of Finance Committee members; House 
Hearing (217/02) (Mr. Winokur: "We saw DASH sheets, but never the LJM approval sheets. And 
we didn't see DASH sheets that related to the LJM transactions, to the best of my knowledge. "). 

99 Id.. at 72. 
loo Id. at 71. Fastow actually sold his LJM interest in July 2001. See Hearing Exhibit 3Bc, 

excerpt from Enron's 1O-Q filing for the third quarter of 2001 (11/19101) at 1; Powers Report 
at 73. 

IGIMr. Kopper had been an Enron employee, working for Mr. Faetow, until he resigned in 
July 2001, after purchasing Mr. Fastow's stake in LJM2. Mr. Kopper had also been actively in
volved with JEDI, Chewco and LJM1. 

102 Hearing Record at 73. 
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tion.103 He said during his Subcommittee interview that he did not 
specifically name Mr. Fastow to Ms. Joyce because he did not want 
to start any office gossip. Ms. Joyce did not provide him with the 
information he requested. He said that he asked her a second time 
to obtain the information, but she again did not do so. He admitted 
that he never actually named Mr. Fastow to her or insisted that 
she obtain information about his LIM compensation. Instead, Dr. 
LeMaistre let the matter drop. 

At the hearing, Subcommittee Chairman Levin and Dr. Le-
Maistre had the following exchange. 

"Dr. LeMaistre: I asked Mary Joyce about it. 
Sen. Levin: And what did she tell you? 
Dr. LeMaistre: She said she did not have the information. 
Sen. Levin: Did you say, well, I want it? 
Dr. LeMaistre: She knew that I wanted it . 
Sen. Levin: Did you get it? 
Dr. LeMaistre: I did not. 
Sen. Levin: This is the heart of the problem. You have got 
a Board that says, I want it. You have got a request for 
it. It does not come and you do nothing. That is an ap
proach which is unacceptable for a Board." 104 

One year later, despite the Finance Committee's directive, Dr. 
LeMaistre had not obtained any information about Mr. Fastow's 
LJM compensation. Nor had any other Board member taken any 
steps to obtain this information. In October 2001, a Wall Street 
Journal article was published detailing Enron's transactions with 
LJM and alleging that Mr. Fastow had received compensation from 
LJM business transactions in excess of $7 million. lOS 

1n response, the Board directed two of its members, Dr. 
LeMaistre and John Duncan, to telephone Mr. Fastow and obtain 
information about his LJM investment and compensation. During 
his interview, Dr. LeMaistre told the Subcommittee staff that he 
asked the General Counsel of Enron, James Derrick, to draft spe
cific questions for him to use in his conversation with Mr. Fastow. 
Mr. Derrick faxed a document with the questions to Dr. LeMaistre, 
who was then in Colorado. lOG After changing the order of the sen
tences to put the reference to "[ w]e very much appreciate your will
ingness to visit with us" first, Dr. LeMaistre told the Subcommittee 
that he used the document as a script in his conversation with Mr. 
Fastow, as follows: 

'We very much appreciate your willingness to visit with 
us. Andy, because of the current controversy surrounding 
LJM I and LJM II, we believe it would be helpful for the 
Board to have a general understanding of the amount of 
your investment and of your return on investment in the 
LJM entities. We understand that a detailed accounting of 
these matters will soon be done in connection with the re-

103 Hearing Record at 68-69. 
104 Id.8t68. 
1011 Hearing Exhibit 44b, "Enroo CFO's Partnership Had Millions in Profit," Wall Street Jour

nal (10/19101). 
I06Hearing Exhibit 24b, script and handwritten notes of conversation between Dr. LeMaistre, 

John Duncan, and Mr. Fastow in October 2001. John Duncan was in Houston during the tele
phone call with Mr. Fastow and did not request or use the document faxed to Dr. LeMaistre. 
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sponse to the SEC inquiry. In responding to our questions 
with respect to your interest in the WM entities, we would 
appreciate your including any interest ... that the mem
bers of your family may have had in the entities." 107 

When Chairman Levin asked Dr. LeMaistre why his tone was so 
deferential to Mr. Fastow, Dr. LeMaistre said that the language 
had been drafted by legal counsel and he was concerned about 
seeking information from a special purpose entity that was sup-
posed to be separate from Enron. ' 

Dr. LeMaistre's handwritten notes on the document indicate that 
Mr. Fastow admitted receiving WM compensation totalling $45 
million, $23 million from WMl and $22 million from WM2. A 
handwritte~ note in the margin of the document states ' t'incred
ible," whicH Dr. LeMaistre said was his reaction to the compensa
tion total, whlch was much greater than he had been expecting. Dr. 
LeMaistre also noted that Mr. Fastow declined to provide informa
tion related to hls WM investment return and promised to ,provide 
that information the next day. Mr. Duncan srud during his inter
view that when Mr. Fastow failed to telephone with the informa
tion at the)time promised, Mr. Duncan called him and was told by 
Mr. Fastow that he had not had the chance to obtain the requested 
information and would provide it later. Mr. Fastow apparently 
never provided that information to the Board. 

Dr. LeMaistre and Mr. Duncan reported the October 23 conversa
tion to the other Board members in a telephone Board meeting the 
next day. The other directors expressed surprise at the large 
amount of compensation, and the decision was made to place Mr. 
Fastow on leave immediately. Mr. Fastow was placed on leave on 
October 24, 2001. 

During his interview, Dr. LeMaistre noted that he asked Mr. 
Fastow whether any Enron eml'loyee other than Mr. Fastow and 
Mr. Kopper had "any economic mterest in or derive[d] any benefit 
from" the WM partnerships. lOB He said that Mr. Fastow had re
plied "no," which the Board later discovered to be untrue. He and 
other Board members said that it was during the Powers investi~a
tion that they first learned of the Southampton partnershlp, whlch 
Mr. Fastow had established with five other Enron employees to in
vest in LJMl and enabled these additional Enron employees to 
benefit financially at Enron's expense. 

LJM Profits at the Expense of Enron. Records indicate that 
WM was a very profitable venture. Its 2000 annual partnershlp 
meeting report boasts of 23 investments with Enron and a 69 per
cent rate of return in its first year of operation, which Enron Board 
members with investment experience told the Subcommittee staff 
was a very high rate of return. 109 These Board members observed 
that all of WM's transactions with Enron had turned a/rofit for 
WM, which they said was also unusual for an equity fun . Accord
ing to LIM, some of the transactions, such as the Raptors, had pro
duced returns as hlgh as 2,500 percent. Mr. Fastow told the Board 
that he had earned $45 million on a $5 million investment in WMl 

101 Hearing Exhibit Mb. 
108Id. 
109 Hearing Exhibit 25, ~lJM Investments Annual Partnen;hip Meeting" (10/26100). For exam

ple, both Mr. Belfer and Mr. Savage described the LJM returns as unusually lucrative. 
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and LJM2 in just 2 years.110 Other Enron employees also admitted 
to significant LJM returns in a short period, including two who re
ceived immediate returns of $1 million each on individual invest
ments of $5,800. 111 

LIM transacted business with essentially one company, EnroD, 
whlch meant that virtually all of its profits were at Enron's ex
pense. 1l2 Its purchase of EnrOll assets was, on more than one occa
sion, followed by an EnroD buyback at a higher price.1l3 Its invest
ment in Enron's Osprey and Yosemite projects earned LJM lucra
tive returns on projects collateralized with Em·on stock. When 
Enron unwound the Rhythms transaction with WMl, Enron paid 
WMl a $30 million termination fee, even though the Rhythms 
"hedge" should have resulted in LJMl's paying Enron millions of 
dollars.1l4 The same thing happened when Enron unwound the 
Raptors; Enron paid WM2 a termination fee of $35 million, even 
though the poor performance of the assets "hedged" in the Raptors 
should have resulted in WM2's paying money to Enron. Instead, 
Enron recorded a $710 million loss in earnings and a $1.2 billion 
reduction in shareholder equity.llS While Enron appeared tq ben
efit in the near-term from its dealings with WM, its benefits were 
primarily paper gains in the form of increased funds flow, lower 
debt levels, and inflated earnings on its financial statements. In 
the long-term, it was WM that benefited financially at Enron's ex
pense. 

Board members justified allowing Mr. Fastow to manage and 
own an equity stake in the WM partnerships in part by stressing 
the controls established to ensure that his and WM's dealings with 
Enron would be fair. But those controls were poorly implemented, 
and the Board itself exercised poor oversight of LJM's transactions 
and Mr. Fastow's compensation. The result was that hundreds of 
millions of dollars that should have stayed with Enron share
holders instead lined the pockets of WM investors and Mr. Fastow. 

A number of Board members claimed that the Board had been 
misled or misinformed regarding key aspects of the LJM partner
shlps. For example, Board members said they were not told how 
many Enron employees held ownership interests in WM, how 
much time Enron employees were spending on LJM deals as rep
resentatives of WM, how many deals WM had uoderway with 
Em'on, how the deals were being negotiated, and how much profit 
LJM was making at Enron's expense. While the evidence seems to 
bear out the claims that the Board did not have complete informa
tion about LJM's owners, employees, transactions and profits, the 

llOHearing Exhibit 24b, script and handwritten notes of conversation between Dr. LeMaistrc, 
John Duncan, and Mr. Fastow in October 2001 . 

Ill These Enron employees were members of the Southampton partnorship that purchB8ed 
WMl's key subSidiary. Powers R€fort at 93 and 95. 

112 The Subcommittee has identified only two LJM transactions, in August and September of 
2000, that were with a counterparty other than Enroll.. 

113 For example. in 1999, LJMl purchased an interest in the Cuiaba ~ower plant project in 
Brazil which allowed Enron to move the project off its balance sheet while recognizing certain 
earnings. In 2001, Enron repurchased WM'a interest at a much higher price, notwit.hstanding 
tho r roject's having experienced in the interim severe construction problema. cost overruns and 
l c~a difficulties. 

14Tbe Powers Report describes this termination payment as a ~huge windfall~ for WMI. 
Powers RepOlt at 89. 

Il~See Hearing Exhibit 27. ''The Raptors," prepared by the Subcommittee. See also Powers 
Report at 129. 
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facts also establish that the Board members were given ample in
formation about the conflicts of interest underlying the WM part
nerships, the many related party transactions that went on be
tween LJM and EnroD, and the huge amounts of money flowing 
through the WM structures. The information it had should have 
triggered a demand for more detailed information and, ultimately, 
a change in course. But the Board allowed the WM-Enron trans
actions to go forward with few questions asked. All of the con
sequences that followed, including the Raptor debacle, flowed from 
the initial Board decision to allow the WM partnerships. While the 
Board was advised that Enron management and Andersen sup
ported going forward, the final decision on whether to allow Mr. 
Fastow to form, manage and profit from the LJM partnerships 
rested with the Board itself. The Board cannot shift the responsi
bility for'· that decision to any other participant in the Enron trag
edy. 

finding (4): The Enron Board of Directors know
ingly allowed Enron to conduct billions of dollars in 
off-the-books activity to make its financial condition 
appear better than it was, and failed to ensure ade
quate public disclosure of material off-the-books li
abilities ·that contributed to Enron's collapse. 

Enron's multi-billion dollar, off-the-books activity was disclosed 
to the Enron Board and received Board approval as an explicit 
strategy to improve Enron's financial statements. In fact, Enron's 
massive off-the-books activity could not have taken place without 
Board action to establish new special purpose entities, issue pre
ferred Enron shares, and pledge Enron stock as the collateral need
ed for the deals to go forward. In the end, the Board knowingly al
lowed Enron to move at least $27 billion or almost 50 percent of 
its assets off-balance-sheet.1l6 

During their interviews, only one Board member expressed con
cern about the percentage of Enron assets that no longer appeared 
on the company balance sheet; the remaining Board members ex
pressed little or no concern. At the May 7 hearing, the three ac
counting and corporate governance experts testified that they were 
unaware of any other public company with such a high percentage 
of its assets off-balance-sheet. Mr. Sutton, former SEC chief ac
countant, said his "experience is that Enron is at the top of the 
scale in terms of the extent" of its off-the-books activity.1l7 Mr. 
Campbell, who has extensive corporate and Board experience, testi
fied that he "had never seen that amount, proportion of a com
pany's assets on off-balance-sheet. Sometimes it is appropriate to 
have some items off-balance-sheet . . . but never to that ex
tent." 118 

Whitewing. The Board's awareness and approval of Enron's off
the-books corporate strategy is illustrated by its years-long involve
ment in the establishment, financing, and use of Whitewing. 

Whitewing was established by· Enron, run by EnrOD personnel, 
and dealt exclusively with EnroD in its business transactions. 

116Hearing Exhibit 39, "Private Equity Strategy" (Finance Committee presentation, 10/00). 
117Hearing Record at 104. 
uSld. 
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Whitewing changed its status over time from a consolidated to an 
unconsolidated Enron affiliate. From late 1999 until 2001, Enron 
pledged preferred stock and promissory notes valued at nearly $2.5 
billion as collateral for Whitewing debt, and Whitewing purchased 
over $2 billion in Enron assets. Documentation reviewed by the 
Subcommittee shows that the Enron Board was informed, con
sulted, and exercised ongoing oversight of Whitewing, with full 
awareness of its increasing use as an off-the-books vehicle that 
EnroD used to enhance its financial statements. 

Whitewing and its related entities, such as Nighthawk and Os
prey, are repeatediy mentioned in Board minutes and presen
tations119 In December 1997, minutes from a Board meeting show 
Board approval of the establishment of Whitewing as a business 
entity which was to be 50 percent owned by Enron and 50 percent 
owned by Nighthawk, a new special purpose entity set up for out
side investors. The Board approved Enron's contributing to 
Whitewing $500 million in cash and Enron stock (later increased 
to $560 million), which Nighthawk investors matched with a con
tribution of $500 million in cash, most of which was borrowed from 
a Citibank-related entity.!20 The Board also .approved issuance of 
$1 billion in Enron convertible preferred shares to be sold to 
Whitewing in exchange for the cash and Enron stock. Because 
Enron gave Whitewing preferred shares rather than a promissory 
note, Enron characterized the $500 million in cash that Whitewing 
received from the Nighthawk investors as an equity investment, 
rather than a loan. In addition, because at that time Whitewing 
was a consolidated affiliate included in Enron's financial state
ments, Enron was able to use the $500 million for "general cor
porate purposes" without showing any new debt on its balance 
sheet. 

About 1 year later, in February 1999, Board minutes show that 
the Board approved a resolution to expand Whitewing's capacity to 
purchase Enron assets. 121 In September 1999, the Board approved 
a resolution to restructure Whitewing as an "unconsolidated affil
iate" that could be removed from Enron's books. 122 At the same 
time, the Board approved establishment of a special purpose entity 
called the Osprey Trust to invest in Whitewing, and authorized Os
prey to issue $1.4 billion in debt instruments that could be secured 
by a second series of Enron preferred shares. By taking this action, 
the Board simultaneously moved Whitewing off Enron's balance 
sheet, while pledging Enron stock to secure Whitewing's debt. 
These debt instruments were subsequently sold to investors as 
bonds paying an 8 percent return, collateralized with Enron stock. 
Whitewing then used the funds to purchase Enron assets, injecting 
substantial cash into Enron which, in turn, reported that cash on 

119Hearing Exhibit 11, "Speci.fic References to WhitewingINightbawk/Osprey in Enron's 
Board/Committee Presentations," prepared by the Subcommittee. 

120Hearing Exhibit 12 (Board minutes from 1219/97) 'and Hearing Exhibit 15 (Whitewing/ 
Nighthawk/Osprey materials faxed to Board members on 9/17/99 fo r special Board meeting the 
same date). 

l:ll Hearing Exhibit 13 (Board minutes from special meeting on 211/99). 
122Hearin~ Exhibit Ii (Board minutes from special meeting on 9/17199) and Hearing Exhibit 

15 (WhitewmgINighthawkiOsprey materials faxed to Board members on 9117199 for special 
Board meeting the same date). 
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its financial statements as funds flow from asset sales and invest
ments. 

Altogether, Whitewing entered into at least 11 transactions with 
Enron from 1999 through 2001, to huy at least $2 billion worth of 
Enron assets,123 These sales were part of Enron's "asset light" 
strategy to reduce debt levels on its financial statements and move 
assets with relatively low returns into unconsolidated affili.ates 
that Enron effectively controlled. 

Board and Committee presentations show that the Board contin
ued to monitor and support EnroD transactions with Whitewing 
and Osprey throughout 2000 and 2001. A Finance Committee pres
entation in August 2000, for example, reported $561 million in 
EnroD asset sales to Whltewing, with plans for additional sales of 
$389 million;l24 Whitewing is described in the document as an 
"[olff balance sheet vehicle to purchase assets from Enron." An 
Enron Deal Approval Sheet (DASH), given to Finance Committee 
members the same month reported refinancing Enron's interests in 
three power plants by selling them to Whitewing. This deal is ex
plained as allowing "Enron to keep the interests it holds in the as
sets through Whitewing off-blance sheet." 125 A December 2000 
presentation to the Finance Committee and February 2001 presen
tations on LJM to the Finance and Audit Committees reported 
LJM's sale of an interest in Yosemite trust investments to 
Whitewing. They also alerted Board members to LJM's participa
tion in the "Osprey Add-On," an effort to further increase 
Whitewing's capitalization through the issuance of over $1 billion 
in Osprey notes and certificates.l26 This additional $1 billion en
abled Whitewing to buy still more Enron assets which, in turn, en
abled Enron to show additional "positive funds flow" on its 2000 

. balance sheet. '27 
The evidence indicates that the Enron Board also understood 

that Whitewing posed some risks for Enron. An April 2001 chart 
requested by Finance Committee Chairman Winokur shows that he 
understood, and made sure that other Committee members under
stood, that millions of Enron shares had been pledged as collateral 
for Osprey debt.'2s The chart notes that, "Osprey matures in 2003 
. . . Osprey shares trigger in 2003." Finance Committee members 

. got a further update at an October 2001 meeting in which they 
were told that "the Whitewing structure . . . included $2.4 billion 
of assets and that bonds related to the structure would require 
funding in September of 2002." 129 Full Board minutes from the 
next day state that the Finance Committee Chairman, Mr. 

123 Hearing Exhibit 16, "Whitewing, 1997- 2001," prepared by tbe Subcommittee. 
lZ4 Hearing Exhibit 17, "EOF Execution Schedule; 2000 Balance Sheet Management" (Finance 

Committee presentation, 8100). 
126"Enron DASH: Project. Margaux" (817100), Bates RB1934-35. See also Hearing Exhibit 24a, 

"Review ofLJM procedures and transactions completed in 2000," (Audit and Finance Committee 
presentation V121Ol) at 2B-2. 

I26LJM1, WM2, and Chewco each acquired interests in Osprey at various dates. LJM2 even
tually acquired about 35 pertent of the voting equity in Osprey, while Chewco acquired about 
7 percent. In 2000, LJM2 purchased about $30 million of Osprey debt certificates. See, for exam
ple, Enron's draft response to SEC questions (11/01) at 14. 

IZ7Hearing Exhibit 24a, ''Review of LJM procedures and transactions completed in 2000" 
(Audit and Finanl;e Committee presentation, 2/1V01). 

lZilHearing Exhibit 32, "Stock Price Risk in Financings; Potential Required Future Equity 
issuance" (Finanl;e Committee presentation, 4}01). 

lZ9Hearing Exhibit 561 (Finance Committee minutes, 10/8/01), Bates E106602. a t 2. 
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Winokur, "reviewed the maturities and refinancings planned" for 
Whitewin .'30 

These :Yocuments establish that, step by step, the Enron Board 
auowed the establishment of Whitewing, supported it with Enron 
stock, restructured it as an off-the-books entity, approved its use as 
an off-balance-sheet vehicle to purchase Enron assets, monitored 
billions of dollars in Enron asset sales to Whitewing, and mon
itored Whitewing's impact on Enron's financial statements and its 
claims on Enron stock. For years, Whitewing improved Enron's fi
nancial statements by creating the appearance of increased equity 
investments and lower debt ratios, and by generating more funds 
flow than Enron likely would have achieved in dealing with an un
related party. No Board member claimed that Enron or Andersen 
personnel misled or misinformed the Board about Whitewing in 
any way. Rather, the evidence indicates that the Board made its 
Whitewing decisions with (ull information and realization of 
Enron's extensive off-the-books dealings with this entity.'" 

LJM Partnerships. The Board also knowingly allowed Enron to 
establish the WM partnerships, as explained earlier. Like White
wing, WM1 and LJM2 were explicitly established and run by 
Enron personnel. Unlike Whitewing, the LJM partnershil;ls were 
set up from the beginning to function as off-the-books entities in
tended to transact business with Enron and improve Enron's finan
cial statements. 

Over the course of 2 years, Enron entered into over two dozen 
transactions with LJM1 and WM2 involving hundreds of millions 
of dollars. LJMl's first transaction, which was presented to and ap
proved by the Board at its June 1999 meeting, was the Rhythms 
stock ''bedge'' whose sale purpose was to protect Enron's income 
statement from loss if the stock were to drop in price."2 The first 
seven WM2 transactions, au of which took place in 1999, consisted 
of Enron's selling poorly performing assets to LJM2, which enabled 
Enron to move debt off ltS books and show inflated earnings and 
cash flow from the asset sales on its 1999 financial statements. An 
"Update" provided by Enron management to the Finance Com
mittee reported that five different Enron business units had made 
the seven asset sales to WM2, allowing Enron to book over $200 
million in earnings and over $2 billion in funds flOW. 133 

During 2000 and the first half of 2001, Enron management en
tered into many more transactions with LJMl and LJM2. Some 
were assets sales; others were more complex financial transactions. 
In more than one instance, a transaction was followed by Enron's 

130See also Watkins' letter to Board Chairman Lay (8115101) warning of Eoron's "very aggres· 
sive" accounting and ongoinJ. risk in connection with the "Condor vebicle" whose unwinding 
would require tbe company to pony up Enron stock," attached to this report as Appendix 2 on 
page 57. "Condor" is a reference to Whitewing and the Osprey debt. certificates. See Hearing 
Exhibit 15. 

131The current status or Whitewing is unclear. After Enron declared bankruptcy in December 
2001, the Eoron stock pledged as collateral ror Whitewing's debt lost its value. Whitewing, how
ever, did not declare bankruptcy, but carried on as a separate entity. Nevertheless, the Sub
committee staff has been told that Whitewing has not made any payments to its debtholdel'8 
since July 2001, and it is unclear whether its assets-apart from the Enron stock colla1eral
will be sufficient. security for the amounts owed on the bonds. Aa of this writin~, Whitewing 
debtholders have not taken legal act.ion to collect on the debt. At the same time, Enron has ap
parently indicated that it plans to include some of the assets securing the Whitewing debt In 

any reorganized company that emerges from its bankruptcy. 
13ZHearing Exhibit 19, "Project. LJM Board Presentation" (Board presentation, 6128199). 
133 Hearing Exhibit 23, "LJM2 Update" (Finance Committee presentation, 5/1100). 
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repurchasing an asset or interest that had earlier been sold to 
LJM. The fmal list of Enron-LJM transactions included: Enron 
sales of turbines, Nigerian barges, and dark fiber to LJM2; LJM1 
and LJM2's participation in Whitewing and the Osprey debt certifi
cates; monetization deals in which LJM1 or LJM2 purchased inter
ests in Enron power plants in Brazil, Poland, and elsewhere; 
LJM2's purchase of two tranches of Enron North America Credit 
Linked Obligations (ENA CLO); LJM2's participation in prepay 
transactions called Yosemite and Bob West Treasure; and LJM2's 
participation in the four Raptor transactions.134 The Enron Board 
clearly supported Enron's strategy to use the LJM partnerships to 
make Enron's financial condition appear better than it was through 
asset "sales" and other complex fmancial transactions that ap
peared to eliminate Enron debt and generate earnings or cash flow 
for Enron's financial statements. 

Whitewing and the LJM partnerships are just two examples of 
off-the-books entities that were known to and approved by the 
Enron Board. JEDI, _Chewco, and the Hawaii 125-0 Trust are addi
tional examples. of "unconsolidated affiliates" that Enron helped to 
establish and run. Each has its own history of multi-million-dollar 
transactions with Enron. 135 Board minutes indicate Board approval 
of still other off-balance-sheet transactions involving billions of dol
lars. For example, a Board resolution in December 1999, ap~roved 
the issuance of $2.2 billion in preferred Enron stock to an umdenti
fled "outside investor group." 136 Not a single Board member inter
viewed by the Subcommittee remembered this transaction, despite 
its multi-billion dollar size. 

In October 2000, the Finance Committee reviewed the chart 
showing that $27 billion out of $60 billion of Enron's assets, or al
most 50 percent, were held off Enron's books in "unconsolidated af
filiates." 137 No Board member objected to this corporate strategy or 
urged Enron to change course. 

The Raptors. One important example of Enron's undisclosed, 
off-the-books activity that had a dramatic, negative impact on the 
company is the Raptor transactions. '38 The Enron Board knowingly 
authorized the Raptor transactions, despite their high risk account
ing, lack of economic substance, and significant potential claim to 

lat See, for example, Hearing Exhibit 22, "WM Investment Activity 1999" (Audit Committee 
presentation, 2/1/00); Hearing Exhibit 24a, "Review of LIM procedures and transaction8 com
pleted in 2000," (Audit and Finance Committee presentation, VIVOl); Hearing Exhibit aBc, ex
cerpt from Enron's lO-Q filing with the Securities and Exchange Commission (describing WM 
transactions with Enron). As explained elsewhere, many of these transactions appeared to ben
efit Enron in the near-term, but not in the long-term, after EnrOll bought back from WM assets 
like the Cuiaba power plant interest and ENA CLO tranchcs, or allowed LJM to exit the 
Rhythms and Raptor transactions with substantial profits, even when the economics of the a l
leged "hedges" indicated LJM should have owed money to Enron. 

lS6See the Powers Report at 41-67, for a detai led discussion of JEDI and Chewco. See also, 
for example, Hearing Exhibit 17, "EGF Execution Schedule; 2000 Balance Sheet Management" 
(Finance Committee presentation, 8/00), showing the Hawaii 125·0 Trust engaged in hundreds 
of millions of dollars in transactions with Enron. 

186Hearing Exhibit 56d (Finance Committee minutes, 12113/99) at 3; Hearing Exhibit 56e 
(Board minutes, 12114/99) at 15. For another example, see Hearing Exhibit 56g (Finance Com
mittee minutes, 817/00) at 6 (Committee approval of Project Tammy involving the formation of 
a new company, Enron Finance Partners, LLC, "to own certain of the Company's assets," as
sume "'$1.047 billion of the Company'a intermediate and long-term debt," and obtain financing 
by selJing $500 million in preferred securities to "outside inves tors"); (Board minutes, anlOO-
8I8l00) at 7 (Board approval of "Project Tammy"). 

137Hearing Exhibit 39, ''Private Equity Strategy" (Finance Committee presentation, 10/00). 
13SThe Powers Report describes the Raptor transactions as having had "the greatest impact 

on EnrOD's financial statements" of all the transactions it examined. See Powers Report at 97. 
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Enron stock and stock contracts. The Board also failed to ensure 
adequate public disclosure in Enron's financial statements of 
Enron's ongoing contingent liability for the Raptor transactions. 

The Raptors are a series of four complex transactions that began 
in mid-2000 and terminated a little over a year later in 2001. They 
were presented to the Board by Enron management as ingenious 
accounting devices that might attract "accounting scrutiny" but had 
been scrutinized and approved by Andersen. l a9 The Powers Report 
described them as an improper attempt by Enron to use the value 
of its own stock to offset losses in its investment portfolio, and "a 
highly complex accounting construct that was destined to col
lapse." 140 

In each of the Raptor transactions, Enron orchestrated the estab
lishment of a special purpose entity (SPE) and arranged for LJM2 
to provide the SPE with $30 million which Enron deemed, with An
dersen's concurrence, to be the independent equity from a third 
party needed to qualify the SPE for separate accounting treatment 
from Enron. Enron explicitly assured LJM2 that it would recoup its 
money plus an additional $10 million within 6 months of each 
SPE's establishment. Enron then arranged for the Raptor SPEs to 
appear to hedge millions of dollars in volatile investments held by 
Enron, and made the SPEs appear to be creditworthy on paper
despite withdrawal of the LJM funds-by pledging as collateral 
hundreds of millions of dollars worth of Enron's stock, contracts to 
buy Enron stock in the future, or warrants to buy stock in a related 
company called The New Power Company (TNPC). 

Enron claimed, again with Andersen's concurrence, that it could 
use the so-called Raptor hedges to offset mounting losses in its in
vestments which Enron otherwise would have had to report on its 
income statement and subtract from its earnings. In the space of 
1 year, Enron used the alleged Raptor hedges to offset-or, in the 
words of the Powers Report, "conceal from the market"- losses of 
almost $1 biliion.I41 

Among other problems, the "hedges" created by the Raptor SPEs 
had a structural defect that became evident within months of their 
creation. First, the assets that were supposedly the object of the 
"hedges" continued to fall in value. Then, the value of Enron stock 
and stock contracts supporting the Raptor SPEs' creditworthiness 
also began to drop. The value of the assets and collateral continued 
to decline throughout 2000 and 2001. These declines meant that 
the Raptor SPEs had little or no economic substance-no assets or 
capital-to support the so-called hedges, other than claims on 
Enron's own stock or stock contracts. To shore up the SPEs' credit
worthiness on paper, Enron concocted, with the assistance of An
dersen, several complex financial arrangements with the Raptor 
SPEs including placing a "collar" on the Raptor "hedges" in October 

us Hea ring EIhibit 28b, "Project Raptor; Hedging Program for Enron Assets" (Finance Com
mittee presentation, 5/1100) at 25. 

140Powel'8 Report at 98 and 132. 
1.uld. at 4, 99, and 133. The Powers Report states a t page 4 that Enron concealed losses in 

its investments "by creating an appearance that those investments were hedq'ed-that is, that 
a third party was obligated to pay Enron the amount of those losses-when III fact that third 
party was simply an entity in which only Enron had a substantial economic stake." 
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2000,142 creating a 45-day cross guarantee arrangement to support 
all four Raptor transactions in December 2000, and restructuring 
the Raptors in March 2001, by placing additional Enron shares at 
risk to support them. 

In August 2001, Enron employee Ms. Watkins identified and 
openly discussed the problems associated with the Raptors with an 
Andersen partner outside of the EnrOll engagement team.143 In 
September, an EnrOll internal memorandum announced that An
dersen had "changed their opinion of the proper accounting" for the 
Raptors and no longer supported the capacity of the Raptor SPEs 
to continue to "hedge" Enron's investment 1055es.144 

The result was that, in October, at the end of the third quarter 
of 2001, EnrOll terminated the Raptor ''hedges'' and recorded a 
$710 million charge to earnings and a $1.2 billion reduction in 
shareholder equity. The earnings charge reflected the investment 
losses that the Raptors no longer concealed, while the equity reduc
tion reflected an 'Rccounting change that Andersen made after de
termining that an earlier methodology it had used for the Raptors 
did not comply with generally accepted accounting principles, The 
media reported the losses, as well as a decision by one credit rating 
agency. to ({put. Enron's long-term debt on review for a possible 
downgrade," 146 Investors reacted by selling Enron shares. The re
sulting stock price decline triggered Enron's credit rating down
grades and its eventual bankruptcy, In many ways, the Raptors 
were the accounting gimmick that finally brought down all of 
Enron. 

Enron Board members acknowledged that they were informed of 
and explicitly authorized the Raptor transactions on three occa
sions in 2000, but contend that key problems were hidden from 
them, The Raptors were first presented to the Finance Committee 
in May 2000, The presentation on Raptor I is five pages long,l46 
One page states the purpose of the transaction: "Establish a risk 
management program in order to hedge the Profit & Loss volatility 
of Enron investments." The next page discusses the Raptor trans
action in terms of how it could provide "P&L protection" to Enron. 
A handwritten note taken by the Corporate Secretary during Com
mittee consideration of the Raptors states: ''Does not transfer eco
nomic risk but transfers P&L volatility," The final page lists three 
risks associated with the Raptors. The first risk is "Accounting 
scrutiny"; the second is "Substantial decline in the price of [Enron] 
stock"; and the third is "Counterparty credit." 

,The Raptor I presentation contains aIlthe information necessary 
for a Board of "experts in areas of finance and accounting," as Mr. 

142 A C(JlIar is created when a security holder purchases a put option at a strike price below 
the curn,mt market price of the security and sells a call option at a price above the curreut mar
ket price of the security. The collar sets limits on the gain and loss that the security holder 
can realize on the secunty. 

143Hearing Edllbit 67, internal Andersen email from James A. Hecker to David Duncan and 
others (&'23/01), forwarding a draft. of a memorandum to the file by him describing rus telephone 
conversation with Ms. Watkins, Bates AAHEC(2)192.1-J. 

144 Hearing Exhibit 64, memorandum to the Files by Enron employees Ryan H. Siurek and 
Ron Baker (9/01) regarding "Project Raptor- Addendum," Bates E12613-22. 

l.f(iHearing E~ibit 44, "Partnerahip Spurs Enron Equity Cut," Wall Street Journal (10118/01 ). 
U6 Hearing Exhibit 28b, "Project Raptor; Hedging Program for Enron Asaets~ (Finance Com

mittee presentation, 5/1100). The Subcommittee h8.!l also obtained evidence that Enron manage
ment personnel briefed individual Board members, including Mr. Winokur and Mr. Blake, at 
length about the proposed Raptor transactions prior to the Finance Committee meeting. 
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Duncan described his fellow Board members, to understand that 
the Raptor transactions were desigued to function, not as a true 
hedge, but rather as an accounting gimmick whose sole purpose 
was to improve Enron's fmancial statements. The goal of the trans
actions was to allow the company to claim that losses on invest
ments placed in the Raptor "hedge" were offset by the alleged 
hedge, so that none of the losses would have to be re~orted on 
Enron's income statements. But the presentation also directs the 
Board's attention to the key factor that makes it clear the Raptor 
transaction did not offset the losses by actually transferring eco
nomic risk to a third party-it tells the Board that the Raptor 
transaction relies in part on Enron stock which is essentially 
pledged as collateral to secure the "hedge." And it alerts the Board 
to the fact that the third party in the "hedge," the Raptor SPE, is 
a credit risk, since it is intended to be thinly capitalized with few 
real assets. 

The Powers Report, which examines the Raptors in detail, sums 
them up' with these words: "In effect, Enron was hedging risk with 
itselr." 47 The key to this analysis is understanding that each of 
the Raptor SPEs was funded with only two types of assets: $30 mil
lion provided by LJM2, and stock and stock contracts provided by 
Enron. Moreover, the $30 million provided by LJM2 was only a 
temporary asset. Each Raptor transaction provided that, within 6 
months, a payment of about $40 million was to be made to LJM2, 
That payment-which actually took place as promised in all four 
Raptor transactions-gave LJM2 not only its $30 million, but also 
about $10 million in profit on each deal. l48 Afterward, the primary 
asset left in each of the Raptor SPEs was the SPE's claim on Enron 
stock and stock contracts. That meant, in the event one of the 
SPEs were required to pay funds to Enron, the primary asset avail
able to provide those funds would be the SPEs' claims on Enron 
stock and stock contracts, Enron's liability for the Raptors was fur
ther increased in March 2001 by a restructuring of the transactions 
that committed additional Enron shares. The resulting risk to 
Enron was significant, because Enron was effectively required to 
provide as many EnroD shares as necessary to satisty the Raptor 
"hedges." 1-49 

The evidence indicates that the Board was informed of the risk 
to Enron stock when it first approved Raptor I and as the Raptor 
transactions unfolded. Evidence of the Board's knowledge lies, first, 
in the initial Raptor presentation, That presentation states clearly 
that a key risk associated with the Raptors is a "substantial decline 
in the price of [Enron] stock." The suggested mitigant for this risk 
is to terminate the Raptor program "early," in other words for 

147Powers Report at 97. 
14SSee also Powers Report at 102 ("Put another way, before hedging could begin, LJM2 had 

to have received back the entire amount of its inve8tment plus a substantial return.") 
149 500, for example, Hearing Exhibit 3&, excerpt from Enron's 10-Q filing with the SEC (lV 

19101) at 7 (Raptor SPEs were "capitalized with Enron stock and derivatives which could bave 
required tbe future delivery of Enron stock . . . . In the first quarter of 2001, Enron entered 
into a seriee of transactions with the Raptor SPEs that could have obligated Enron to issue 
Enron common stock in the future in e:ltchange for notes receivable. These transactions, along 
with a transaction entered into in 2000, obligated Enron to deliver up to 30 million shares of 
Enron common stock to the Raptor SPEs in March 2005."); Hearing Exhibit 68, Enron's draft 
response to SEC questions (IV01) at 26 ("Enron contributed [to the Raptor SPEs] a promise 
to deliver shares and an obligation to p'rovide more sbares if the value of the Enron shares de· 
clined.") See alao Hearing Exhibit 27, "The Raptora," prepared by the Subcommittee. 
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Enron to pull out of the so-called hedge. This statement of risk 
shows that the Board was told from the beginning that Enron stock 
was at risk in the Raptor transactions and that more stock would 
be at risk if the stock price declined. A true hedge transfers risk 
to a third party-that is the purpose of a hedge. But the Raptors 
"bedge" transferred Enron's risk to an SPE with no assets other 
than Enron stock and stock contracts. In the end, only Enron re
mained liable for the Raptor "hedges," and the Board was told of 
that risk from the inception of. the transactions. 

The Board approved Raptor I, as well as the other Raptor trans
actions, despite the fact that the Raptor ''hedges'' did not transfer 
risk to a third ·party. It did so apparently because, as explained in 
the presentation on Raptor I, the purpose of the Raptor I'hedge" 
was not to "transfer economic risk" but to transfer "P&L volatility," 
In other words, the sole purpose of the Raptor transaction was to 

. protect Enron's income statement from losses by allowing EnrOll to 
claim on "its financial statements that its losses were offset, dollar 
for dollar, by the Raptor "hedge." It was a paper hedge designed 
to achieve favorable financial statement results, not a substantive 
hedge that was intended actually to transfer Enron's risk of loss to 
an unrelated party. 

A second document demonstrating that the Board understood the 
true nature of the Raptors is an April 2001 chart requested by Mr. 
Winokur, then Chairman of the Finance Committee.!50 Entitled, 
"Stock Price Risk in Financings; Potential Required Future Equity 
issuance," this chart shows the number of EnrOll shares at risk in 
the Raptor transactions if Enron's stock price were to decline. At 
the time tbe chart was shown to the Finance Committee, Enron's 

. stock price was about $60 .. The chart shows that for Raptors I, II , 
and IV, if Enron's stock price were to decline to $40 per share, and 
the Raptor SPEs' own assets fell to zero so that the SPEs would 
have to calIon Enron's stock, Enron would be required to produce 
about 35 million shares. '5' In a true hedge, Enron would not have 
retained this .type of contingent liability. But the Raptors were an 
accounting gimmick, not a true hedge. The chart shows that the 
Board was well aware of Enron's ongoing contingent liability for 
them, yet allowed the Raptors to continue. 

During the hearing, Mr. Winokur was asked about Enron's ongo· 
ing liability for the Raptors. He. admitted knowing that Enron had 
retained a risk despite setting up the Raptor "bedges," but declined 
to admit that Enron shares had been pledged as collateral."2 He 
stated that the Board had pledged "forward positions on Enron 
stock," and not Enron stock itself.'53 But the difference between 
pledging Enron stock directly and pledging contracts enabling 
Enron to buy its own stock at a specified price in the future makes 

IWHearin!il' Exhibit 32, "Stock Price Risk in Financings; Potentia] Required Future Equity 
issuance" (Fmance Committee presentation, 4/01). 

161 The chart also notes that the KRaptor vehicle share issuances are triggered by date" and 
refers to a ~restTUcturi.ng" that took place in the first quarter of 2001. Enron Board members 
have denied knowing about the March 2001 restructuring that placed additional Enron shares 
at risk in the Raptor hedges. Had anyone inquired about the charl's reference, the restructuring 
would have been disclosed in April 2001, a month after it had taken place. It is difficult to credit 
the position of the Finance Committee members that, despite having requested the chart, no 
explanation was requested or provided '"egarding its references to triggermg dates and a 2001 
restructuring. 

1~2Hearing Record at 76-79. 
I ft 3 [d. at 76. 
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no difference in the liability problem that confronted Enron and 
that was communicated to the Finance Committee in April 2001-
either way the Raptor SPEs had an ongoing claim on Enron stock. 
In the end, the number of Enron shares needed to support the 
Raptor ''hedges'' became so great, that the company chose to termi
nate them and acknowledge on its income statement instead the in
vestment losses that the Raptors had been masking.'S< 

During their interviews, the Board members said that they first 
learned of the Raptor termination at an October 8, 2001 Board 
meeting, when Enron officers announced that the company had de
cided to terminate the Raptors and take an $800 million earnings 
charge. The final charge actually recorded on Enron's third quarter 
financial statement was about $710 rnillion. 155 The interviewed 
Board members indicated that they had not felt deep concern about 
the charge at the time, despite its size, because it was a one-time 
event. Most said that they had left the October meeting thinking 
that the company was still on track, and its earnings were strong 
enough to withstand the charge. 

The October 2001 meeting was also when the Directors first 
learned of the Watkins' letter, although she was never identified by 
name to the Board, no Board member requested her identity, and 
the letter's strong warnings about the Raptors apparently were not 
disclosed to the outside directors. The interviewed directors said 
that Enron officers referred to the letter during the Board meeting 
as coming from an anonymous employee. They said it was dis
cussed during an Audit Committee meeting first and then during 
the full Board meeting. The company's outside legal counsel, Vin
son & Elkins, made the primary presentations and indicated that 
their preliminary investigation of the employee's concerns had 
found nothing worth further investigation. The interviewed direc
tors said the employee's concerns were characterized as having to 
do with WM and related party transactions, and no mention was 
made of the Raptors. The Chairman of the Board, Mr. Lay, partici
pated in both the Committee and Board discussions, but apparently 
did not disclose to his fellow Board members the Raptor and ac
counting concerns expressed in the letter he had received. The 
interviewed directors said that they saw neither the letter itself nor 
the Vinson & Eikins report on it until after Enron had begun to 
collapse and the Powers investigation was launched. Had they seen 
the letter, the outside Board members would have learned that Ms. 
Watkins had told Mr. Lay in mid-August that she was "incredibly 
nervous that [EnronJ will implode in a wave accounting scandals"; 
that "Enron has been very aggressive in its accounting-most nota
bly the Raptor transactions and the Condor vehicle"; and that "the 

164 800, for example, EnrOD's explanation for tenninating the Reptor hedg~ in Hearing Ex
hibit 3Bc, excerpt from Enron's 1O--Q filing with the SEC (11119101) at 7 (~[AJs a result of dete· 
rioration in the credit quality of the Reptor SPEs caused hy the decline in Enron and [The New 
Power Company's] stock price, the increase in Raptor's expoaure under derivative contracts with 
Enron and the increasing dilutive effect on Enron's earmngs per share calculstion, Enron ... 
terminated the entities.") See also Hearing Exhibit 44, "Partnership Spurs Enron Equity Cut," 
Wall Street Journal (l0/18101), quoting Kenneth Lay in a conference telephone call with finan· 
cial analysts indicating that, at the time of termination, the Raptors involved "55 million" Enron 
shares. 

16l'iEnron's 10-Q filing with the SEC fOT the third quarter of 2001 (11/19/01) (pre-tax charge 
was $711 million; after-tax charge was $544 million). 
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Haptor and Condor deals . . : unwind in 2002 and 2003 [and] we 
will have to pony up Enroll stock and that won't go unnoticed." 156 

During their interviews, the Directors were unanimous in stating 
that, while Enroll disclosed the prospective $800 million earnings 
charge at the October 8 Board meeting, Enron management did not 
disclose at that meeting that the Raptors termination would also 
require a reduction in shareholder equity of $1.2 billion. Most of 
the Directors recalled learning of the $1.2 billion after a Wall Street 
Journal article quoted the figure following Mr. Lay's disclosure of 
it during a financial analyst call on October 17.'57 Most of the Di
rectors said they had been shocked and angry, not only at the loss 
in shareholder value, but also by learning of it from the media in
stead of Enron management. Board members later learned the re
duction was due to an accounting correction that Andersen re
quired after determining that the accounting methodology it had 
advocated for the Raptors was in violation of generally accepted ac
counting principles and had to be changed. Several directors said 
this $1.2 billion reduction was the first event that made them real
ize EnroD was in trouble. 

Despite · the huge dollars involved and the significant risk to 
Enron, some Board memb~rs stated they had only a limited under
standing of the Raptor transactions or stressed that key informa
tion had been withheld from them. For example, many of the Board 
members indicated they had not been told that LJM2 had been 
promised, after contributing $30 million to each Raptor SPE, to be 
paid $40 million within 6 months. But the initial Raptor presen
tation and the April 2001 chart are strong evidence that the Board 
knew that Enron stock, not LJM2 funds, were at risk in the Raptor 
transactions. Another key document, the Enron Deal Approval 
Sheet (DASH) for the Raptor transactions, characterized Enron's fi
nancial obligation as providing "a guaranty" for the ''hedges'' and 
made it clear that LJM2 was to be paid its funds at the earliest 
possible date. In explaining the Raptor profit distributions, for ex
ample, the Raptor DASHs state: "First, $41 million to LJM2." 158 

The dollar value and unusual nature of the Raptor transactions 
should have ensured that each of the Raptor DASHs went to .~he 
Finance Committee for review, in addition to the Raptor presen
tations, but no Finance Committee member recalled seeing one or 
requesting a copy. 

The Board members also asserted that they had been informed 
of only three Raptor transactions and never knew about the Raptor 
"hedge" collateralized with Enron's warrants to purchase TNPC 
stock. Lack of knowledge of one of the Raptors, however, does not 
explain or excuse the Board's decisionmaking with respect to the 
other Raptors. Nor does it excuse the Board's failure to find out 
about all four Raptors when a February 2001 list of LJM trans
actions, shown to both the Audit and Finance Committees, identi-

U8Watkins' Ietter to Board Chairman Lay (8115101) at I , attached to this report 8S Appendix 
2 on page 57. The "Condor vehicle" is 8 reference to Whitewing and the Osprey debt certificates 
secured with EnrOD stock. 

1117 Hearing Exhibit 44, UPartnership Spurs Enron Equity Cut," Wall Street Journal (10/18/01 ). 
158 Hearing Exhibit 31, ''Enron Deal Summary" for Raptor I (4/18/00). 
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fied all four and stated they had a combined value of $127 million, 
far larger than any other LJM transaction on the list. '59 

Board members recited a litany of other Raptor facts that were 
not brought to their attention. For example, Board members told 
Subcommittee staff that they had not been told that Andersen had 
raised repeated concerns about the Raptors, or that the Raptors 
began experiencing severe credit impairment problems I'ust months 
after they were created. They said they had not been to d about the 
October 2000 "collar" or the December 2000 45-day cross guar
antee. The Board members also said they did not know that Enron 
had placed additional Enron shares at risk in a restructuring of the 
Raptors in March 2001-even though, 1 month later, the Finance 
Committee requested a chart analyzing Enron's stock risk and the 
chart itself refers to the restructuring. The Board members indi
cated that Enron management and Vinson & Elkins also withheld 
the information that the Watkins' letter from August 2001, had de
scribed the Raptor transactions as a possible "accoWlting scandal" 
and enumerated their problems. The Board also said they did not 
know that the Raptor transactions provided LJM2 with some of its 
highest returns on any investment, information it could have ob
tained if any Board member had reviewed LJM's first annual part
nership report in October 2000. 

The Board's lack of knowledge of certain aspects of the Raptor 
transactions, however, does not justify its handling of these trans
actions. At best, it demonstrates a lack of diligence and inde
pendent inquiry by the Board into a key Enron liability. It does not 
excuse or explain the Board's approval of the Raptors based upon 
what they did know. It also does not excuse the Board's failure to 
ensure adequate public disclosure of Enron's ongoing liability for 
the Raptor transactions. 

Inadequate Public Disclosure. When asked about Enron's ex
tensive off-the-books activity, one of the Board members, Mr. 
Blake, stated during his interview that transferring assets off a 
company's books "is not immoral as long as disclosed." But here, 
too, the Enron Board failed in its fiduciary duty to ensure adequate 
public disclosure of Enron's off-the-books assets and liabilities. 16o 

Enron's initial public disclosures regarding its dealings with its 
"unconsolidated affiliates" such as JEDI, Whitewing, LJM' and the 
Raptor SPEs are nearly impossible to understand and difficult to 
reconcile with the transactions now known to have taken place. 
The Powers Report calls the disclosures "fundamentally inad
equate" and castigates Enron for proxy statement and financial 
statement disclosures that fail to "disclose facts that were impor
tant for an understanding of the substance of the transactions" 
Enron entered into with related parties.161 

Ms. Watkins also focused on the lack of adequate public disclo
sure of the company's involvement in the Raptor transactions in 
her August 2001 letter to Mr. Lay. Her letter states that "a lot of 

U59Hearing Exhibit 24, "Review of WM procedures and transactions completed in 2000" 
(Audit and Finance Committee presentation, 2112101) at 2. 

160Enron's Board members signed the company's 10-K filings with the Securities and Ex· 
change Commission, and the Audit Committee was consulted about related party disclosure 
issues in both the 10-K filings and the company's proxy statements. See discussion in Powers 
Report at 181-83. 

f61Powers Report at 178 and 187. See alao Powers Report at 197. 
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smart people" are examining the Raptor transactions and "a lot of 
accountants including [Andersen] have blessed the accounting 
treatment. None of that will protect Enron if these transactions are 
ever disclosed in the bright light of day." 162 The letter continues: 

"The overriding principle of accounting is that if you ex
plain the "accounting treatment" to a man on the street, 
would you influence his investing decisions? Would he buy 
or sell the stock based on a thorough understanding of the 
facts? If so, you best present it correctly and/or change the 
accounting. My concern is that the footnotes don't ade
quately explain the transactions. If adequately explained, 
the investor wOjlld know that the "Entities" described in 
our related party footnote are thinly capitalized, the equity 
holders have no skin in the game, and all the value in the 
entities comes from the underlying value of the derivatives 
(unfortunately in this case, a big loss) AND Enron stock 
and NIP." 163 

Her comments apply not only to Enron's failure to disclose clearly 
the nature and extent of the Raptor transactions and the com
pany's contingent liability for them, but also to Enron's dealings 
with its other "unconsolidated affiliates." 

The disclosure problem is illustrated b'l a comparison of the re
lated party disclosures in Footnote 16 0 Enron's 10-K filings for 
the years 1999 and 2000, with the disclosure provided by Enron on 
November 19, 2001, its 1O-Q filing for the third quarter of 2001, 
filed more than 1 month after media reports began describing 
Enron's off-the-books activities. l64 The 1999 and 2000 footnotes, 
each of which is about one rage in length, provide extremely brief 
descriptions of LJM, JED, Whitewing, and the Raptor trans
actions. The footnotes provide minimal information about the enti
ties themselves, their relationship with Enron, and the extent of 
their business transactions with the company. The 2000 footnote, 
in particular, is nearly unintelligible, and certainly fails to convey 
meaningful information about Enron's expanding business activi
ties with LJM, JEDI, and Whitewing, and its participation in and 
ongoing liabilities associated with the Raptor SPEs. In contrast, 
Enron's 2001 filing provides a nine-page description of Enron's 
transactions with these entities and contains information which is 
much more extensive and understandable. The Raptor trans
actions, for example, are identified by name, and the nature and 
extent of Enron's liabilities ·for them are set out in relatively 
straightforward terms. So are · a number of Enron's transactions 
with LJM1 and LJM2. The lO- Q filing demonstrates that Enron 
was quite capable of meaningful public disclosure when motivated. 
The Enron Board failed to provide that motivation. 

Once public disclosure was made of Enron's ofi'-the-books activi
ties and liabilities, credit rating agencies, financial analysts, and 
investors began to reconsider their view of the company, and many 
investors reacted by selling Enron stock. Enron's hidden activities 

162Watkin8' letter to Board Chairman Lay (8115101) at 2, attached to this report 08 Appendix 
2 on page 57. 

1631d. 
Ift<LHearing Exhibits 38a, 38b, and 3Bc, Enron's 100K filings for 1999 and 2000, and 1O-Q fil

ing for the third quarter of 2001. 
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and liabilities clearly damaged investor confidence in the company 
and contributed to its collapse. 

Finding (5): The Enron Board of Directors approved 
excessive compensation for company executives

l failed to monitor the cumulative cash drain cause« 
by Enron's 2000 annual bonus and performance unit 
plans, and failed to monitor or ·halt abuse by Board 
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer Kenneth Lay 
of a company-financed, multi-million dollar, per
sonal credit line. 

Enron provided its executives with lavish compensation. On more 
than one occasion, it paid tens of millions of dollars to a single ex
ecutive as a bonus for work on a single deal. Stock options were 
distributed in large numbers to executives. One executive, Lou Pai, 
accumnlated enough stock options that, when he exercised them 
and sold the underlying stock in 2000, he left the company with 
more than $265 million in cash. Mr. Lay, alone, accumulated more 
than 6.5 million options on Enron stoCk. '65 In 2000, Mr. Lay's total 
compensation exceeded $140 million, includinr; $123 million from 
exercising a portion of his Enron stock options, 66 an amount which 
exceeded average CEO pay at U.S. publicly traded corporations by 
a factor of ten and made him one of the highest paid CEOs in the 
country. 167 

The Enron Board, through its Compensation Committee, was not 
only informed of the company's lavish executive compensation 
plans, it apparently approved them with little debate or restraint. 
One Board member said during his interview that Enron's philos
ophy was to provide "extraordinary rewards for extraordinary 
achievement"; others claimed that the company was forced to pro
vide lavish compensation to attract the best and brightest employ
ees. Dr. LeMaistre testified that he "did not worry" about high lev
els of compensation because he checked regularly with the Board's 
compensation consultant, Towers Petrin, and. was informed that 
Enron was <lright on target" in its compensation practices.l68 The 
evidence suggests that keeping up with competitor pay, rather than 
overseeing existing compensation plans, was the central objective of 
the Enron Compensation Committee. . 

One example of the Compensation Committee's lavish compensa
tion philosophy, combined with its failure to conduct adequate com
pensation oversight, involves its May 1999 decision to permit Mr. 
Lay to repay company loans with company stock. The Compensa
tion Committee had already given Mr. Lay a $4 million line of 
credit which, in August 2001, it increased to $7.5 million. During 
their interviews, the Committee members said that they knew of 
the line of credit, but had been unaware that, in 2000, Mr. Lay 
began using what one Board membe! called an "ATM approach" to-

165~Office of the Chai.r Compensation Summary" (10131101), Bates WP1797. 
166 Hearing Exhibit 52, "Confidential ror Enron Board or Directors, Public Relations, Investor 

Relatione & HR Use Only; Potential Questions-Enron Proxy 2001~ (4113/01), Bates CL410-14, 
at 1. 

167See, for example, annual executive compensation survey by Business Week (4116101), which 
determined that average CEO pay in 2000 at 365 publicly traded companies in the United 
States was $13.1 million. In February 20Gl, Mr. Lay resigned his CEO post in favor of Mr. 
Skilling, hut reclaimed it in August 2001, after Mr. Skilling left the company. 

168 Hearing Record at 46. 
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ward that credit line, repeatedly drawing down the entire amount 
available and then repaying the loan with Enron stock. Records 
show that Mr. Lay at first drew down tbe line of credit once per 
month, then every 2 weeks, and then, on some occasions, several 
days in a roW. '6S 1n the I -year period from October 2000 to October 
2001, Mr. Lay used the credit line to obtain over $77 million in 
cash from the company and repaid the loans exclusively with 
Enron stockYo Several directors confirmed that Mr. Lay still owed 
tbe company about $7 million. 

The interviewed Board members said they had been unaware of 
these transactions at the time and agreed that they could fairly be 
characterized as stock sales. They indicated that they had been un
aware at the time that, by characterizing the stock transfers as 
loan payments rather! than stock sales, Mr. Lay bypassed require
ments for reporting insider stock sales on a quarterly basis and in
stead delayed reporting the transactions to the SEC and investing 
public until the end of tbe calendar year in which they took place. 

At the hearing, when Dr. LeMaistre, former Compensation Com
mittee Chairman, was asked whether his Committee should have 
been monitoring the credit line, lie testified that, 'We never had 
any responsibility to monitor thiS." l71 When asked whether he 
would agree that Mr. Lay had "abused" his credit line, Dr. 
LeMaistre testified that "it was not a term I care to use" and that 
be would stop short of characterizing Mr. Lay's actions as an abuse 
"because I do not know the circumstances." ' 72 Mr. Blake, anotber 
Compensation Committee member, stated, "I do not want to go 
close to tbe word 'abuse', but I would say that as a CEO, it is not 
what you say, it is what you do. Sale of a stock in the nature that 
took place was inappropriate. . . . I was absolutely sbocked by 
this. . . . [l]f we had a cbance to have known that occurred, we 
would have taken immediate and corrective action to ensure that 
behavior would not happen again." 173 Both Dr. LeMaistre and Mr. 
Blake seemed to deny responsibility for monitoring the CEO's cred
it line, even though the Board's Compensation Committee is 
charged with overseeing CEO compensation and no one other than 
the Board had the authority to monitor or restrict the Chief Execu
tive Officer's actions. Mr. Lay used his credit line to withdraw $77 
million in cash from the company in 1 year, replaced the cash with 
company stock, and never mentioned his borrowings or stock sales 
to the Board or the public. Despite learning of his conduct after the 
fact, the Board members at the hearing were reluctant to express 
strong criticism of Mr. Lay. 

A second example of the Compensation Committee's poor com
pensation oversight involves the huge annual and special bonus 
plans it approved for Enron executives. During their interviews, 
the Compensation Committee and otber Board members indicated 
that they had been unaware of the total amount of bonuses paid 

170An Enron filing in Federal bankruptcy court in June 2002, listing payments to Enron offi· 
cers during 2001, states that.>. altogether in 2001, the company loaned Mr. Layover $81 million. 

169 Hearing Exhibit 36a, ~J\en Lay's Repayment of Cash Loans by Transferring Enron Stock 
Back to Enron," prepared by the Subcommittee baaed upon subpoenaed documents provided by 
Mr. Lay, an example of which appears in Hearing Exhibit 36b. 

171 Hearing Record at 90. 
172Id. at 89. 
113 Id. at 90. 
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in eady 2001 for work performed in 2000. That year, EnroD execu
tives received about $430 million in annual bonuses under Enron's 
normal bonus plan. In addition, in exchange for meeting certain 
stock performance targets, a special program called the Perform
ance Unit Plan paid bonuses to about 65 Enron executives totaling 
another $320 million. Board members indicated that they had been 
unaware that the company had paid out almost $750 million in 
cash bonuses for a year in which the company's entire net income 
was $975 million. Apparently, no one on the Compensation Com
mittee had ever added up the numbers. 

The Compensation Committee appeared to have exercised little, 
if any. restraint over Enron's compensation plans, instead deferring 
to the compensation plans suggested by management and the com
pany's compensation consultants. During their interviews, the 
Committee members said it had not occurred to them that, by giv
ing EnrOll executives huge stock option awards, they might be cre
ating incentives for EnrOll executives to improperly manipulate 
company earnings to increase the company stock price and cash in 
their options. One Board member admitted, however, that EnroD 
was a culture driven by compensation. Another said, when asked 
why Enron executives misled the Board and cheated the company, 
that he "only can assume they did it for the money." 

Finding (6): The independence of the Enron Board of 
Directors 'was compromised by financial ties be
tween the company and certain Board members. The 
Board also failed to ensure the independence of the 
company's auditor, allowing Andersen to provide in
ternal audit and consulting services while serving as 
Enron's outside auditor. 

Board Independence. At the May 7 hearing, the expert wit
nesses testified that the independence and objectivity of the Enron 
Board had been weakened by financial ties between EnroD and cer
tain directors. These financial ties, which affected a majority of the 
outside Board members, included the following. '74 

-Since 1996, Enron paid a monthly retainer of $6,000 to 
Lord John Wakeham for consulting services, in addition 
to his Board compensation. In 2000, Enron paid him 
$72,000 for his consulting work alone. 175 

-Since 1991, Enron paid Board member John A. 
Urquhart for consulting services, in addition to his 
Board compensation. In 2000, Enron paid Mr. Urquhart 
$493,914 for his consulting work alone. ' 76 

-EnrOll Board member Herbert Winokur also served on 
the Board of the National Tank Company. In 1997, 1998, 
1999, and 2000, the National Tank Company recorded 
revenues of $1,035,000, $643,793, $535,682 and $370,294 

17-4. Hearing Exhibit 43, "Enron Board of Directors-Financial Ties to Enron," prepared by the 
Subcommittee. 

17~Enron 2001 Proxy. 
176Id. 
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from sales to Enron subsidiaries of oilfield equipment 
and services.177 

-In the past 5 years Enron and Kenneth Lay donated 
nearly $600,000 to the M.D. Anderson Cancer Center in 
Texas. In 1993, the Enron Foundation pledged $1.5 mil
lion to the Cancer Center. Two Enron Board members, 
Dr. LeMai/!tre and ' Dr. Mendelsohn, have served as 
president of the Cancer Center.178 

-Since 1996, Enron and the Lay Foundation have donated 
more than $50,000 to the Geor~e Mason University and 
its Mercatus Center in Virgina. 79 Enron Board member 
Dr. Wendy Gran,im is employed by the Mercatus Center. 

-Since 1996, Enron and Belco Oil and Gas have engaged 
in hedging arrangements worth tens of millions of dol
lars.180 In 1997, Beleo bought Enron -affiliate Coda En
ergy .181 Enron Board member Robert Belfer is former 
Chairman of the Board and CEO of Belco. 

- Charls Walker, a noted tax lobbyist, was an Enron 
Board meinber from 1985 until 1999. In 1993-1994, 
Enron paid more than $70,000 to two firms, WalkerlFree 
and WalkerlPotter that were partly owned by Mr. Walk
er, for gove=ental relations and tax consulting serv
ices. This sum was in addition to Mr. Walker's Board 

. compensation. 182 EnrOll was also, for more than 10 years 
ending in 2001, a major contributor of up to $50,000 an
nually to the Anlerican Council for Capital Formation, a 
non-profit corporation that lobbies on tax issues and is 
chaired by Mr. Walker .'83 

A number of corporate governance experts contacted by the Sub
committee staff identified these fmancial ties as contributing to the 
Enron Board's lack of independence and reluctance to challenge 
Enron management. At the May 7 h earing, Charles Elson, Director 
of the Center for Corporate Governance at the University of Dela
ware, testified that public company directors should have "no finan
cial connection to . the company whatsoever" other than their Board 
compensation, but the Enron Board was "problematic" because a 
number · of directors j'were service providers or recipients of cor
porate largess in some way, shape, or form." 184 He testified: 

"By taking those fees, you are effectively becoming part of 
the management team, and I think there is a real problem 
with exercising independent judgement vis-a-vis what the 
management has done if you feel part of that team, either 
through participating in the development of management 
plans and strategies or the fear that if one objects too 
strenuously, those consulting fees may disappear .. . , You 

177 Enron 2000 and 2001 Proxy. 
17eM.D. Anderson Cancer Center re<:ords. 
J79 N ew York Times:, 11130101. 
180 Enron 2001 Proxy. 
J81 Enron 1998 Proxy, 
182 Enron 1994 andl995 Proxy. 
1 8~ Subcommittee staff inteI"Vlew of Mr. Walker. 
184 Hearing Record at 94-95. 
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may take what they are telling you at face value without 
being more probative because of the relationship. . . . [l)f 
a director's role is as a consultant, hire the director 8S a 
consultant. If the director's role is to be a director hire 
them as a director. You cannot blend the two." 185 ' 

Robert H. Campbell, retired Chairman and CEO of Sunoco, Inc., 
who presently sits on the Boards of several large corporations, tes
tified that "consulting arrangements with directors is absolutely in: 
correct, absolutely wrong" because directors are already paid a 8ub
stantial fee to be available to management and provide their per 
spective on company issues. l86 

The three experts at the May 7 hearing also criticized the com
pensation paid to the Board members, noting -that $350,000 per 
year 187 was significantly above the norm and that much of the 
compensation was in the form of stock options which enabled Board 
members to benefit from stock gains, without risking any invest
ment loss. ISS Mr. Elson criticized stock options beca use "[t]here is 
no real downside. The worst you can lose is the expectancy of great 
riches." 189 All three experts urged companies to reconsider award
ing excessive Board compensation and urged them to award com
pensation in the form of stock rather than stock options. 

Auditor Independence. The hearing experts also criticized the 
Enron Board and its Audit Committee for inadequate oversight to 
ensure the independence and objectivity of Andersen in its role as 
the company's outside auditor. The Audit Committee formally re
viewed Andersen's independence annually, and Committee mem
bers told the Subcommittee staff there had never been any sign of 
a problem. The evidence suggests, however , that the Audit Com
mittee did not probe the independence issue, nor did it initiate the 
type of communications with Andersen personnel that would have 
led to its discovering Andersen concerns with Enron accounting 
practices. 

The Audit Committee had very limited contact with Andersen, 
essentially communicating with Andersen personnel only at Board 
meetings. The Audit Committee Chairman for more than 10 years 
was Dr. Jaedicke. Despite his long tenure on the Audit Committee, 
the interviews disclosed that Dr. Jaedicke had "rarely" had any 
contact with Andersen outside of an official Audit Committee or 
Board meeting. None of the other interviewed Audit Committee 
members h ad ever contacted anyone from Andersen regarding 
Enron outside of an official Enron Committee or Board meeting. 
None had ever telephoned Andersen directly. 

The Audit Committee members indicated that they had thought 
Andersen and Enron had a good working relationship, and taken 
great comfort in knowing that Andersen was more than Enron's 
outside auditor, but also provided Enron with extensive internal 
auditing and consulting services, combining its roles into what 
Enron called "an integrated audit." Dr. Jaedicke maintained that 

lBl5 Hearing Record at 106-107. 
186 Hearing Record at 107. 
187 See Hearing Exhibits 35a and 35b, on Enron Board Member compensation, prepared by 

the Subcommittee. 
183 Hearing Record at 110-112. 
1891d. at 111. 
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it was a siFficant benefit to Enron for Andersen to be involved 
with Enron s activities on a 'day-to-day basis and to help the com
pany,design its most complex transactions from the start, Although 
one Board member, Lord Wakeham, indicated that he had been 
concerned .that this high level of involvement meant Andersen 
might be too close to Enron management, most Board members in
dicated that issue had not been a concern. No Board member ex
pressed any concep1 that Andersen might be auditing its own work, 
or that Andersen auditors might be. reluctant to criticize Andersen 
consultants for the LJM or Raptor . structures that Andersen had 
been paid millions of dollars to help design.190 

In contrast, the accounting and corporate governance experts at 
the May 7 hearing condemned the very concept of an integrated 
audit, not only for diluting the outside auditor's independence, but 
also for reducing the effectiveness of an outside audit by allowing 
the auditor to audit its own work at the company. Mr. Sutton 
called it a "terrible idea," while Mr. Campbell called it ,a "horrible 
practice and I do not think it should be permitted." 191 

Enron Board members told the Subcommittee staff that they had 
been unaware of any tensions between Andersen and EnrOD and 
unaware of the many concerns Andersen had with Enron's account
ing practices. The interviewed Board members 'said that they had 
not been informed and were unaware of a February 2001 visit paid 
by the head of Andersen, Joseph Berardino, to Enron's head
quarters and did not know why the meeting took place or what was 
discussed. They 'also said they were unaware that, shortly after the 
visit, in March 2001, a senior Andersen partner, Carl Bass, was re
moved from his Enron oversight role at Enron's request. The Board 
members observed that they had given Andersen regular opportu
nities outside the presence of EnroD management to communicate 
any concerns about the company, including whether company offi
cials were pressuring Andersen accountants who raised objections 
to company proposals. They expressed shock and dismay that An
dersen had never conveyed its many concerns about Enron's ac
counting and transactions to the Enron Board. 

The interviewed Board members indicated that they had not con
sidered whether . Andersen might be reluctant to express serious 
concerns about Enron accounting practices out of an unwillin:gness . 
to upset Enron management or endanger-its fees. ·A number of the 
interviewed directors discounted the importance of Andersen's fees, 
even though Enron was one of Andersen's largest clients and, dur
ing 2000, paid Andersen about $52 million or $1 million per week 
for its work. Andersen's consulting fees at Enron exceeded its au
diting fees for the first time in 1999, and, in 2000, totaled about 
$27 million compared to auditing rees of about $25 million.!92 

When asked by Senator Collins at the hearing if he had "ever 
known an auditor to come in and say, we are no:t independent, we 

190 See, for example, Powers Report at 5 ("Andersen billed Enron $5.7 million for advice in 
connection with the LJM and Chewco transactioJUI ruone, above and beyond its regular audit 
fees.") and 132 ("Andersen's tota1 bill for Raptor·related work came to approximately $1.3 mil· 
lion. Indeed, there is abundant evidence that Andersen in fact offered Enron advice at every 
steg, from .inception through restructuring and ultimately to terminating the Raptors."). 

1 1 Hearing Record at 105 and 106. 
192 Hearing Exhibit 7b, ~Summary of Fees-Activity Overview" (Audit Committee presen· 

tation, 511100). 
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are too close to mf1nagem~nt," Dr. Jaedicke said no, "[tJhey would 
not last very long if they did that." Senator Collins responded: 

"Exactly my point. . . . When you are making over $40 
million a year, the auditor is not likely to come to the 
Audit Committee and say anything other than that they 
are independent. Is it not the job of the Audit Committee 
to make sure that the auditor truly is giving full, accurate, 
and appropriate advice to the Board?" 

The facts suggest that the Enron Audit Committee went through 
the motions of asking Andersen about its independence, relied on 
what it was told, and did little more to evaluate the relationship 
between the auditor and the company. Had it dug deeper, the 
Enron Audit Committee might have uncovered the ongoing ten
sions between the company and its auditor and the many mis
givings Andersen expressed internally while going along with 
Enron's high risk accounting. 

CONCLUSION 
Enron's Directors protest that they cannot be held accountable 

' for misconduct that was concealed from them. But much that was 
wrong with Enron was known to the Board,from bigh risk account
ing practices and inappropriate conflict of interest transactions, to 
extensive undisclosed off-the-books activity and excessive executive 
compensation. 

At the hearing, the Subcommittee identified more than a dozen 
red flags that should have caused the Enron Board to ask hard 
questions, examine Enron policies, and consider changing course. 
Those red flags were not heeded. In too many instances, by going 
along with questionable practices and relying on management and 
auditor representations, the Enron Board failed to provide the pru
dent oversight and checks and balances that its fiduciary obliga
tions required and a company like Enron needed. By failing to pro
vide sufficient oversight and restraint to stop management excess, 
the Enron Board contributed to the company's collapse and bears 
a share of the responsibility for it. 
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APPENDIX 2 
Sherron Watldns' Letter to 

Board Chairman Kenneth Lay (8/15/01) 

Has Enran bet;omc: a risky place to work.:' forthost orus .... ho didn ' t g~t r:::~ o\"cr the 1m fe\\ 
years. call we afford to s(ay~ 

Sk.ilIing's abrupt departure will rahc: .suspicions of accounting improprieties and valuation lUUCS. 
Enron has been vcry aggressive in itS accounting - most notably the Raplor transactions and tht 
Condor vehicle, We do have valuation issues wjlh our inltm~lionaJ a15els ~lId possibly some of 
out EES MTM positions, 

The spolii,hI will beon uS,the mlllttljUst can', accept thai Skillin&: isleavln, hit ~ream job, J 
think lhat the valuation issues cOIn be fixed and reporttd with other goodwill wnle ' Gowns to octur 
in 2002, How do we fi,~ the Raptor and Condor duls? They unwind in 2002 otnd 2003, we will 
h~ye 10 pony up Enron stod: and thai won't 10 unnoticed, 

To Ihe laym:.n on tht street. it will look like we reeo:nized funds now of 5800 mm (rom rnerchr.nl 
~5el sale5 in 1999 by selling to i vehicle (Condor) 11'1",1 ..... e capit",Hz«l with a promise of Enrofl. 
stock in later yer.rs. Is Ihat n:ally funds now or is i1 cull from equity issu&l1ce? 

We ha.ve recognized over 5550 million 01 fair value Iilins on stocks via our swaps with Raplor, 
much of tha, stoek has declined sijnificantly _ Aviei by 98'A1, 110m 5178 mm 10 S$ mm, TIle New 
Power Co by 109G, from S101st'lllre to S6fshare. The Vllue in Ihe swaps won' t be there for Raptor. 
so once a!:.in Enron will iuue stock 10 offsellhesc !oun. Raptorls an UM cntity, It sur~ looks 
to the layman on thc strect Ih:.1 wc are hidinelosses In a re J ~ted company Ind will compen5.itC that 
t:lJmp.l1lY with Enron stock in. the future, 

r am incredibly nervous fhat we will implode in a wave of Iccounlint scand:.!!. My 8 years of 
EnrOfl work history will be wonh nOlhing on my resume, the busme$S world will consider the pUt 

successes as nothing,bu! an elaborate a;;counling hoax. Skilling is resigning now for 'personal 
rcasons' butllhink he wasn't ha ... ing fun, looked dOwn the road and knew this 5IUff was unfixable 
and would rather abandon ship now Ihan resisn in shame in 2 years. 

Is chere: .. way our accounting guru"s can unwind these deals now'? I havc thought and thought 
about how to do ,tus, but I keep bumping into one Oil problem - we booked the Condor Ind 
Raptor deals in 1999 and 2000. we enjoyed a wonderfully hien stock pnce, many eMCuliv(5 sold 
stock. we In:n tty and. reverse or fix Ihc deals in 100 1 and it's I bit like robbing the bank in one: 
year and ttying to pay back it back 2 yellS liter. Nice try, but inve:ston were hurt, they bOIl!ntOlt 
S70 and S801share looking for SI201share .nd now they' n: al S)8 or wone, We 'lrc under too 
mueh scrutiny and there are probably one or two disgruntled 'redeployed' employees who know 
enough about Ihe 'funny' accounting to get us in trouble. 

What do we do'? I know this quc5lion cannot be: lddreued in Ihe all employee mec!in," hut can 
you Jive $orne: assuunces {hilt you ;and Causey will sit down and td::c a lood hard objeclive look 
at what il going to happen to Condor and Raptor In 2002 and 200n 
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Summar)' of R~p[or Oddities: 

I. The 3c::01lnlil1: IrCllmenilooks qucSfJonJble . 

J. Enron booked a SSOO mm ,:Iln from cqU\I~ dCn":I(I\'C$ from'] rd:lted party. 
b. That relatcd pmy is dtinly Clpi'.1I:ltd. \~'ilh no ;,.,ny at nsl; clCc:pl Enron. 
c. Jt appc~' Enron,has supported.an ItI(omc: statement golin b) a conlnbuliofl of 

ill own shares. 

One: basIc quc:stion: The reliJ.[cd pmy enuty hu lost SSOO mm In ill equity 
dll:nvallYc tu,nuc:tlonl with Enroll. Who bean Iholt lou? I can ', find ~ eqult)! or 
~bl holder 'h:a' burs Ihal JoJl. Find OUI who will los.: 'his money. Who will 
pzy for Ihis 1055 allhe relaled party entity? 

U it's Enron. from out .. haln Incn I thinlt we do nOI have a fae! pauem Ihal 
would look good to the SEC or inyestors. 

2. The 'cquity deri\'Jl jve lfanuctions do nor appear te be at ~s length, 

a. Enren hed,ed New Power, Hanover, and Avicl with th~ re[:l.(cd pliny at what 
now appears 10 be' the peak of the m~rkel . New Power and I\\·;ci have fallen 
3way sisnifieanlly since. The rc:lalcd piny was unable to layoff this nsk. 
TIiIS fxt pa!(ern is once aSlin very ncgallve for Enren, 

b, I don't thmk any other unrelated company would have entered into tliese 
tr:m!lCl;onS.IIt Ihese prices, What else is going on here? What WAS the 
compenulion to the rc:lated pa"y 10 mduce ilto enter into such transactions,? 

J. The!"! IS I vetl of secrecy J[ound UM .lind Raplor, Employees question our 
a::c:ountins: propriety consistently and cOMtanlly, This alone is cause foreoncem, 

iI. Jefr McMahon .... as hilhly ve.tt:d o ver the inherent conflicts ofUM. He 
complained mlaJlIily to Jeff Skilling and lind 001 5 sleps he thought should 
be taken i£ he was 10 remain as Treasurer. J dai'J laler, Sltillina offered 
him Ihe ~EO ~potll Enron Induslril! ~arkets ~nd nevcr 3ddreued the 5 
SIep! wlfh him. 

b, Cliff Buter complained mighlily to Sk.illinS and.llil who would lislen 
aboullhe inGpproprialcneu of our Iransactions with UM, 

c. I hlvc heard one manaaer lc\·d employee from Inc principle inyestmen!5 
Iroup say "I know it would be dcvlSuung to all of us. but I wish wc 
would &el taughl, Wc're such. crocked compan,.:· The principle 
tnvtslrnc:nls group hedged a bele numbf:r of lheir In\,cstments wjell 
Raplor, lheae people: kl'll~w and sec a lot. Many similar comments:lle 
made: when you uk about thue deals, Employees quote our CfO as 
sayin: Iha' he hu a handshake dell with Sk.illinl Ihll UM will never lose 
money, 
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4. Can Ihe GCJlCnI[ Cou.nlCl or Enron :Iuditlh.: dcaill1lil and [he munc) lr;&.ll b.:{\\~.:n 
Enron ;and Ur-.1IRilPIOf and irs pnnc:lpaIJ~ Can ~c: look 3t UM? ", ibplor:' If !~c CFQ 
uys no. 1$" "thaI I problem':' 
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Condor and Raplor work: 

I. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Posfponc (kci l ion on filling otricc of me chalt. i( Ihc (;IImnl decisiall includc:l 
CFO andicr CAD. . 

InYOl .. eJim Dctric:k and Rex RacetS to hill: -lIIW fum 10 investigate. die 
Ccndor and Rlptor U'UU.cuon. 10 gift Enron IUomcy client privilege on the 
work product. (Cln'l we V&E due to conflict - they provided some true sale 
opinions on some of the deals). 

Law finn to hire one o( the bi,6. but not Althut Andersen or 
Pricew.aterl!ouseCoopen due to their conOicLS or interest: AA&'Co (Enron}; 
PWC(\JM). 

Invulilil~ the ll'Vluclion$, ourilccounun, uutment and our fUIllni' 
commitments to these veJ\kles in the form of slock, NIP. etc,. 
for instanCt: In Ql we r..ye a 1250 mm problem with Raptor 3 (N'PW) if we 
clon't 'enhance' the capical StNCCun: of Raplor 3 to commit more ENE. shlf1l:S. 
By the way: in Ql we enhanced the Rapier) &ai, cOmnii.llinJ more ENE 
Jhves 10 ' 'fOid.a wrlle dOwn. 

Developcl.UI up pl,n: 

s, Bcst case: Clean up quietly if possible. 

b. WGI'1t cue: Quantify, develop PR and JR campalp, customer usunn~ 
plus (don'. want to 10 the w.y of Salomon's u-.din, Jhop),le,.l k ltonS, 
5eVct'lncc actionJ, disclosure. 

Personnel to quiz confidentillly 10 determine if I'm all wee 
I. Jefl McMahon 
b, Mad Koeni, 
c. Rick B,y 
11. Greg Whalley 
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To pili the KCountillllltlla~r\l ,n pc:T$pecUvc l offer Ille followinc: 

I. WC'¥C contributed contin,Ult Enton equity to the. bplor entitie5. SitICC it' , 
tOMingenl. we hlYe the conJi~lkln ,ivl:n and Il:cdved ~I [UO. We 00, LI ~sey 
point.! out. include tbe shaRI in our fully diluted computoltions of sh~s outstanding if 
the cwn:nl «OdOWd o(the deal imply thaI Enroo will hI ve to issue the sharu in tile 
funJtc. 1'bU impacts 2002 - 2004 EPS P"'ja:tiom anI)'. 

2. We 10lt V21uc in seven.1 equ.i.ty investments: in 2000, SSOO millioll oC loll value, Thc,c 
were (m ydue lnvenmella, we WUlle them Down. HOWeYef, we 1110 booke4r; t1ns 
from our pria: risk IIWllJement tnn.ssction.s ¥l"ith Rapier, recordin, I corrcspc;!rodin& 
fiRM lCCDUnlreeeivable {rum !he !lIptor enutiel. Thac'. a $500 miUion reilled plrty 
IntlJaclion - it', 2o" 0(2000 mIT, SIS orNI pre Ill(, 33% of Nt aftet til., 

3. Ctcdit rerielu lhe Ullclerlyin,capitJJizatiOIl ofRllptor, "views the corllinlenl .11_ 
JlIIS l1e.enn.inel whether Ihe lUpcor mtilie$ will bave tnour;h capital to pay Eru-on iu 
SSOO million wheJllhe equity derivatives u.pin:. 

4. The RaptDt enliliu arc tcchnially b..krnpl; the ylluc DC the continlent Enron ~harcs 
equals or u jllSl below Ihe PRM ac;counl plyable thtt Raptor OWCI Enrcn. Raptor's 
inception to due income sutement iJ. SSOO milliol -Iou. 

S. Where are the eq\llty and debtin"eSlon that losl OUt'? UM i$ whClJe on a cash on <:uh 
basis. Where did the SSOO million in vll\le come frnm' II ,"lIITl~ from Enron shate.!:. 
Why ha~'( lite booked the ltaP$Iction as SlOO million In I promise or wares 10 rile 
R. ptDr entity and SSOO million of value in out "Economic [nlere5U" in these entilie.s? 
'Then we would have a write down Qf our v.]\l( in the RlplOt" enlltiel. We have nol 
booked the laUer, bee.use we do not 11."e to yel. Technical ly. we eln wut and face the 
music.in 2002 - 2004. 

6. The related. party foolftO[t r.ries 10 uptain the1a U1/lsactions. Don'1 you think (lilt 
several interUtcd companies, be the, ,toek malysts, joumlliSiS. hedge fund manaien, 
etc ., .. e: bll1.y trying 10 di.c:oycr the reuon Skilling lefl'! Don't you think their smanest 
people are pouring Clvcr that roa\nOtc disclosure right nowl I canjw.t heu Ihc 
dimwiolU _ "It looks like they booJw1 a $500 million ,ain fcnm !his related party 
eompmy ~ 1 think. from alllhc undeciptleDblc 10\ pace OQ Eaton's wntincent 

, c;~lriblllions to ~:s relate! pillt)' enuty, I think the r~Med pany e~ti ty i! c. pitlliz.cd 
With Enron sto~k. . .... Hg, M, ItO, YOII ITIlli l hllv.,t all wrenl, ,1 cln til. \hu, 
!hal's jusl too bad, !DO frau6ulenl, surely AA&Co wouldn' t Ie( them get away with 
!hair .. _. "Go b.clt to !he drawin, bOard, ifs JOt to be sornetllilll che. BlIt find 
it!~ ...... "Hey, just in me you m.i&ht be righi, try and find some inliden or 
'redeployed' ronnl:tempJoy<;e~ 10 validalC ~ut t:heOI)'.~ 
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